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Tonewheels: Sound Optical Synthesis
Claudia D'Alonzo

contemporary development- it is even
more interesting to discover the
experiences of artists that prefer to
recuperate almost forgotten
technologies that belong to mediahistory rather than using digital ones.
One of these technologies is the
optical synthesis of sound. It is based
on Fourier‘s discovery that sound is a
wave, and was developed during the
nineteenth century by physicians,
animation experts and artists.

The history of cinema and of visual
arts is rich with moments in which
visionary directors take their work into
hybrid directions where physics,
science, technology and music
intersect. Chromatic futurist music,
the abstract animations of people like
Ruttman, Eggelin and Fischinger, the
many visual music experiments of the
beginning of the nineteenth century
can be seen as the forerunners of
contemporary forms of digital audiovisual interaction.

Examples of contemporary users of
optical sound are the live hyperminimal Fourier-Tanzformation I+II dei
Mikomiokona and the performance of
Tonewheels. Tonewheels is born out
of the collaboration between Derek
Holzer and Sara Kostler, and was
presented at the Festival Netmage
2008. The Dutch duo, which has been
part of the Umatic collective for a
number of years, considers the optical
synthesis of sound an exciting
challenge in the arena of chaos

Looking at the works of these artists it
is tempting to imagine what their
reaction would be if their could
experience the infinite possibilities of
the encounter between audio and
visual communication forms that the
digital meta-language allows. In this
perspective one that links the history
of the audio-visual to its

manipulation. This technique allows
the artists to control the flow of
energy provoked by the encounter
between light and electricity with
their hands. It allows them to
intervene in the unstable balance
between sound shape and graphic
3

design, thus creating a tension
between the performance act and the
audience through the material nature
of the audiovisual creation.

symposium, at the site of a 32m dish
antenna used by the KGB as a spy
station during the Soviet era in Latvia .
Since then, we have collaborated on
videos, installations, websites,
workshops and live audiovisual
performances. Each one of us is
totally dedicated, perhaps even
immersed, in our own chosen media,
which is what makes our
collaborations so strong.
Sara Kolster: Although my
background is design, I never really
felt myself a designer. The focus of
my work soon shifted towards still
and moving image, resulting in
collaborations with media- and sound
artists and documentary makers. I
have a very research-based approach,
ranging from a more formalist
approach in the use of image and
sound (like the Tonewheels project),
to a more content based perspective
used in disciplines such as journalism,
documentary and archeology (like the
projects Ossea and Living Spaces).
The last few years this resulted in a
wide variety of projects involving
installations, webbased projects such
as SoundTransit, single channel video
work, live performances and
animation. Besides my artistic work, I
really enjoyed giving lectures and
workshops in art centers or
Universities in various countries.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Tell me about your
respective artistic journeys and about
your collaboration
Derek Holzer: My background
originally was in radio and media-arts,
including college, community, pirate
and internet radio. This kind of work
led very quickly into field recordings
and from there to the other aspects of
sound art which I am still busy with to
this day. I spent quite a bit of time
between making environmental
recordings as well as media-arts
projects surrounding them (such as
Soundtransit.nl) and making and
programming digital sound through
free and open source applications
such as Pure Data.
Sara and I have been working
together since 2001, when we went
together to the Acoustic.Space.Lab

As Derek, I don’t really believe in
working alone and prefer to
4

collaborate with other artists – each
with their own talent – coming from
different backgrounds. For me, this
process of collaboration is an essential
aspect of my work. It pushes me and
my work into areas I didn’t think of
before.

medium format slides and film
footage to create sound and images
from. You can see it as a preliminary
state of tonewheels, especially the
visual part of it, since I used a small
lightbox and a camera to create a live
projection. The overhead projector I
use in Tonewheels is nothing more
than an enlarged lightbox; with the
only difference that the projection
directly shows what my hands are
doing without any digital interference
of a video camera or a beamer.
There’s no delay or buffer between
the “real” image and the projected
image which makes the performance
extremely “live”.

.

Derek Holzer: I’ve always been
fascinated by the ANS synthesizer,
which was conceived by Russian
inventor Evgeny Murzin in 1938 as a
way of creating music from a score
without an orchestra. It’s a bit like
what we expect from music software
nowadays, actually! The “score” of the
ANS is a glass plate covered in a black
wax. You scratch through the wax,
and this lets light into the synthesizer.
Where the light shines in determines
the pitches that the synthesizer plays,
and because you roll the glass plate
through the synthesizer (a bit like a
printing press, actually), the pitches
can change depending on how your
scratched and how fast you move the
plate. The pure analog simplicity of
this instrument is quite striking!

Claudia D’Alonzo: When and how was
your interest in optical sound
technology born? When did you
decide to begin to recuperate
historical instruments for a/v
experimentation for the performance
Tonewheels?
Sara Kolster: In 2003 we started the
project Visible Sound/Audible Image
which involved a series of live avperformances, workshops and
screenings in the Baltic States with a
central focus on the direct
interrelation of image and sound. The
live-performance resonanCITY was
part of this project and showed
already our interest in using analogue
material, such as found objects,

5

Because of my interest in the ANS,
which is housed at the Moscow State
Conservatory, as well as in other
pioneering electronic music
instruments such as the Theremin, I
have been in touch with Andrei
Smirnov from the Theremin Center for
quite some time. His knowledge and
resources in the area of direct optical
synthesis are unparalleled, and the
historical information he has given me
was extremely useful in conceiving
what kind of project this could turn
out to be. Andrei was more than
happy to look over the research I did,
and to offer suggestions and
(sometimes blunt) criticisms.

.

So with this idea in mind, I went
together with Sara last summer to the
“Workshop for Art and Music with the
Overhead Projector”, organized by
Ralf Schreiber, Christian Faubel and
Tina Tongerel at the Moltkerei in
Cologne. I originally thought to make
an ANS wall-installation, which could
be played by scores drawn for the
overhead projector. But then I
became more interested in actually
drawing the waveforms of the sound,
which is exactly what the tonewheels
we use are doing. I was also
impressed by the work of New York ‘s
Loud Objects group, who were at the
workshop as well. They solder
together
simple
one-bit
microcontroller-based synthesizers
live on the overhead projector, and
this approach of making the
technology more transparent in some
way is very important in an era of
laptops and black boxes, where the
audience has no idea how the sounds
they hear are being produced.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Could you describe
Tonewheels’ set? How does your live
performance take place and how do
you generate the sound and the
images?
Derek Holzer: Tonewheels is an
experiment in converting graphical
imagery to sound, inspired by some of

6

the pioneering 20th Century
electronic music inventions.
Transparent tonewheels with
repeating patterns are spun over
light-sensitive electronic circuitry to
produce sound and light pulsations
and textures, while projected
graphical loops and textures add
richness to the visual environment.
This all-analog set is performed
entirely live, using only overhead
projectors as light source,
performance interface and audience
display. In this way, Tonewheels aims
to open up the “black box” of
electronic music and video by
exposing the working processes of
the performance for the audience to
see.

the interface on my overhead
projector, and on Sara’s projector
there are running patterns and colors
which overlap on the screen with the
image of my interface. Perhaps later
on, we will add some circuitry which
allows Sara’s graphical patterns to
influence the sound as well. The
whole project is quite new, and is very
intensive to develop, so additions
come one at a time for every
performance.

Sara Kolster: The projection I create is
not static, but exists of graphical film
“loops”. Besides this constant
movement, I manually move
translucent material in another layer.
In the future i would like to work with
more than one overhead projector.
This would give me more freedom to
experiment with more complex
patterns and light-layers, switching
from one to the other projector. You
could see it as an extreme low-tech
video mixing system!

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: How do you
prepare and choose the graphic
patterns that you use during the
show? For example I know that you
use patterns inspired by traditional
and folk decorative art. Do you always
use the same graphic material or do
you modify it for every performance?
What have you prepared for
Netmage?

Derek Holzer: Currently, the audio
comes from my side alone, and we
both contribute to the visual
elements. The audience can see the
spinning tonewheels and circuits of

Sara Kolster: For our set in Poland , I
created graphics based on folk
patterns used in traditional Polish
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clothing. When we visited Warsaw the
first time in order to investigate the
performance setting and to do
research in order to develop our
tonewheels-set, we found a book
about traditional Polish folk-art and
the idea arose to use it as a starting
point of our set. From the book I
manually reproduced these graphics
on the computer, resulting in 15
different tonewheels and film-strips
which we used during our set in
September of this year. Besides these
folk-patterns – which were quite
complex – I designed several other
black & white graphics – more quiet
ones – which would make the
projection more interesting. Besides
the b&w-graphics, I use translucent
material such as color light-filters and
masks. For Netmage I will use a
combination of the Polish patterns
and newly created ones.

and it became one of my favorite
tonewheels to play because of its
unique timbre.

.

What’s interesting is that this
discussion of designing the
tonewheels from the graphical point
of view versus designing from the
sonic point of view is an exact
reproduction of the debates which
took place at the dawn of this
technology in the 1930′s. Animator
Oskar Fischinger was working on
painting or photographing graphical
shapes and patterns directly into the
soundtrack strip of motion picture
film, to see how certain shapes
sounded. On the other hand, the
technician Rudolf Pfenninger was
interested in creating a “vocabulary”
of waveshapes which corresponded
to different instrument or voice
sounds, so that he could compose
film music graphically without the
need of performers (again, the main
idea behind most computer audio
software).

Derek Holzer: The Polish folk patterns
looked quite beautiful, but
acoustically they were usually quite
similar…they all had the kind of
buzzing sound of a square or
sawtooth waveform. I had been
looking for a while at Edwin Emil
Welte’s Light-Tone organ, which used
spinning glass discs with various
harmonic waveshapes painted on
them to create sound. So I asked Sara
to imitate one of these discs from a
photograph. While it wasn’t
harmonically perfect, it did have a
very different sound from the others,
8

The Netmage performance was most
likely use all the different tonewheels
we have developed so far. Each has its
own special characteristic and sound.

those through improvisation. Live
performance for me has always been
something like a struggle to gain
control of what is often a very chaotic
system. The sound which happens in
the Tonewheels performance is
primarily the sound of modulated
electricity, sent directly to the mixer.
But as it is direct current voltage, I can
also send it to the analog modular
synthesizer and create new sounds
with it there, and this is where it
becomes exceptionally chaotic!
Beyond that, I like to see what
happens in the live scenario, rather
than try to predetermine what I or the
audience will hear.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Talking about the
audio, what kind of sound are you
searching for and what control do you
have on the output?
Derek Holzer: Pre-programmed,
scored, scripted or sequenced music
doesn’t interest me at all. My
performance strategy has always
been to create a situation with a
number of possibilities (instruments,
objects, timbres, etc) and explore

9

why expect a paying audience to sit
and watch it? Gadgets and Wii-motes
and sensors and these kind of things
people have been working with the
last 10 years or so add some
performativity back in, but in the end
the big challenge is to involve the
audience’s attention in a meaningful
way. The computer allows for so
much complexity, and for so much
pre-planning, that very little is actually
spontaneous. And even less of it has a
sense of danger to it.So I started
acquiring the various parts of an
analog modular synthesizer, and I
picked up my old hobby of DIY
electronics in order to build the parts
which I could not afford or find in any
other way. The synthesizer works in a
very physical and direct way, outside
of this imaginary dataspace of the
computer. It’s mechanics and
electrons moving in absolute real
time, and it’s full of risks for the live
situation, and that’s what convinced
me it was the way forward.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: How does the
possibility of touching, of literally
dismantling the audio and visual
source, influence the live experience?
As performers do you have a different
kind of involvement compared to
playing with a software and a laptop?
I can imagine it being a very involving
experience on a sensorial level
Derek Holzer: In the beginning of
2007, I made a small promise to
myself to slowly get rid of the laptop
from my live performances. Not all at
once, but in stages. I started to realize
that laptop performance, outside of a
few people who really critique it like
Mattin, is an absolute dead end. I’m
not saying that computer music is a
dead end, or that music should not be
created or composed on the
computer. But I question projects like
all the laptop quartets and orchestras
which have popped up lately. It’s the
visual equivalent of watching the
window of an internet cafe! There is
simply nothing performative in it, so

Sara Kolster: In our previous
performance resonanCITY I already
experimented with the use of
analogue material such as mediumformat slides and 16mm film. But I
never was very satisfied by the quality
of the projection; it never was as crisp
as it would have been when it would
be a direct light-projection, using a
slide-projector for instance. For quite
some time I was looking for a more
direct way of projecting and creating
10

moving image. When this workshop
came across last summer, I decided to
experiment with the overhead
projector, resulting in the tonewheels
set.

of how art should be made. So PD
appealed to this side of me very
much, and I created almost every
instrument I used with it over the
years. Now that I’m working with
analog electronics more and more, I
find that there is a similar community
of people who are constantly
inventing new sonic machines, and
they have inspired me greatly. From
musicians like Jessica Rylan, who built
her own performance instruments
from the circuit-boards up, and
instrument builders like Tom Bugs,
who cranks out a new quirky noisebox design every month or so, to true
electro-mystics like Martin Howse,
who concerns himself in an almost
alchemical way with the materials and
hidden potentials of electrical circuitry
as it interacts with physical matter
and bodies–all these people and more
have shown me new ideas and
directions over the last year.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: It seems clear that
behind a piece like Tonewheels there
is a great amount of research, not only
from a technical point of view but also
a research on the history of cinema an
of Nineteenth century vanguards. And
at the same time you both use open
source software like Pure Data and
you hold workshops to share your
knowledge of this program. It seems
to me that your way of using
technology is very artisanal: what
relationship do you have with the
instruments with which you work?
Derek Holzer: I’ve always believed
that the first step in any kind of
technological art is the creation of
one’s own tools, rather then buying or
downloading some ready-made
solution based on someone else’s idea

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Do you consider
the recuperation of these techniques
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a sort of audiovisual archeology or do
you think that at the moment there is
a push in the electronic world to
develop trajectories that presuppose
a physical contact with the
audiovisual material?

many interesting artistic possibilities
to discover and explore.

Derek Holzer: Walking around on
many media-art festivals, I was always
surprised by the hype around new
gadgets. A lot of times it felt like a
sort of fair for tech-fetishists –
whether it was GPS or motion
controlled surveillance cams – only
used to mystify the audience. Most of
these – especially digital – techniques
create a distance between the
audience and the work which is
shown, since the way it functions is
completely hidden. When you think
for
example
of
av-laptop
performances, the audience has no
clue what is happening, where the
sound and images are coming from.
Above it all, the static behavior of the
performer behind his/her laptop does
not reveal any empathy for the
audience.

.

Derek Holzer: It wouldn’t be difficult
to characterize much media art of the
last ten years or so as having a
euphoric–no, actually more than
euphoric, even beyond utopian–vision
of the possibilities of disembodied
data. The media activist can suddenly
make a radio show or magazine
without the traditional media
infrastructure. The digital sculptor can
fashion 3D models of impossible
objects existing in worlds with
invented laws of physics. The laptop
composer has an endlessly recursive
strange attractor of fantastic
instruments and orchestras to do their
bidding. Or one can even sample their
favorite performers and play along
with that.

I think a lot of artists come back from
the use of digital media, or at least
become more critical and aware
about the fact why they use a laptop
or other new technology. I do believe
that the era of a computer-as-ed-interface is over. Instead, its role
becomes more complex; as a link in a
chain of analogue devices (whether
mechanical or electronic) it opens

But all this work exists only in the
imaginary dataspace, to be played out
in the dark corners of the internet, via
solitary explorations with the home
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computer. When you bring a group of
people together (in a real room, often
with ugly carpet or perhaps the smell
of unwashed feet) around computer
art, what you often get is a situation
where one person is “inside” the work,
either as artist or audience, and the
rest are watching someone else be
“inside” something without knowing
exactly what it is they are
experiencing. Even this “locative
media” craze, which was supposed to
be about giving physical location to
this disembodied data, actually

required that all of us walk around
staring at screens or plugged into
headphones the whole time. Alone,
waiting for a message, like a
participant at the hacker conferences
where they still prefer to use IRC even
when they are in the same room
(purple carpet, stinky feet..). I, for one,
decided that I’d had enough of that.
And I sincerely hope there are others
who are willing to join me.

www.umatic.nl/tonewheels.html
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Sonic Acts XII:the Cinematic Experience
Marco Mancuso

connection between the experiences
of the past century and the avantgardes of the digital era.
Through a perfect mix of conferences,
screenings and performances that
centre on the main theme of the
event, Sonic Acts XII  The Cinematic
Experience means to understand the
possible links and the sure references
among the audiovisual experiences
typical of a certain expanded cinema
of the second half of the 19 th century

At last, after the usual two-year wait,
Sonic Acts has come back. In my
opinion, it is one of the best run
festival inside of the international
panorama of digital art.

(from the zeotropes to the organ
colours, from the magic lanterns to
the optical instruments) with the
digital synchronies obtained through a

The 12th edition of Sonic Acts , that
will be held in Amsterdam from 21 st
to 24 th February, will investigate the
fields of the Cinematic Experience,
with the usual rigour and the always
useful comparison between the
historical experiences of an
audiovisual research narration and the
more contemporary researches in the
field of synaesthetic relations
between audio and video. The
rendezvous with Sonic Acts is literally
not to be missed as it represents of
those few historical moments for
meditation and analysis of the path of
Audiovisual Art, one of those rare
moments when one can try to find a

software to sample sounds and
images in real time, nowadays used
for performances and synaesthetic
installations. The attempt to observe
the relationship between the artist
and his piece of art and the space and
audience who attend the audiovisual
experience is equally fascinating,
compared to the similar tendency to
spatialization that distinguishes all the
artists invited to Sonic Acts. Without
forgetting maybe the main aim of this
analysis, historiographic and
methodological at the same time:
trying to find a possible definition for
the modern experimental cinema,
14

where a series of digital technologies
allow working and intervening on
images and sounds in a new way.

cinema events lack in, both the Audio
Video festivals that looks only for the
spectacular elements and the cinema
seasons that are no longer
experimental because of their
obsession for possible common points
with those forms of visual art dear to
the rich (and dull) contemporary art
scenery.
The various and interesting meetings
are certainly the hinge of the festival.
The media archaeologist Erkki
Huhtamo
will introduce his
researches into “dioramas”, movable
highly tecnhologized theatres of the
20 th century, and also their
relationship with other media of the
same period such as “magic lanterns”.
While the researchers Jeffrey Shaw
and Marnix de Nijs will talk about
interactive cinema and immersion
backgrounds. Moreover, a very
interesting panel will take place with
the participation of the Italian artist
Tez and the Austrian Kurt
hentschlager and it will centre on the
Dream Machine concept, as the
audiovisual experience is often able to
act as “a machine able to create
dreams”. As for Marzio Martinucci and
Feed for the ex-Granular Synthesis,
they will start from their personal
involvement in the PV868 project
(presented inside of the performance
section) to explain how strobe lights,
sensory di-perception and audiovisual
immersion are still elements that
cannot be renounced in order to live a

.

If on the one hand the right homage is
paid to some seminal experiences of
the sound-image-space relationship,
like the design of the Philips Pavilion
by Le Corbusier, Xenakis and Varese
or the Movie Dromes by the Dutch
artist Stan Vanderbeek as well as the
astonishing Vortex Concerts by
Jordan Belson and Henry Jacobs , on
the other hand there is a tendency to
investigate the lessons left by the
great experimental filmmakers like
Walter Ruttman and Oskar Fischinger
(and I would add at least Norman
Mclaren) . In a word, the rudiments of
every expert of this subject with the
addition of those logical and
methodological connections (no
references are made to any aesthetic
movement that could act as point of
contact for similar experiences
considered from a technical and
experimental point of view) that other

15

true “dream experience”.

information processing of the viewer
while he is attending a representation
where sounds and images interrelate.
The last conferences presented will be
mainly centred upon issues
connected to the possible
developments of contemporary
experimental cinema. While Mika
Taanila and Rose Lowder will
describe how traditional cinema
instruments can be used to transform
the concepts of fruition time and
space, Arjen Mulder and Gerard
Holthuis will analyze the Real Cinema
concept and how to create interrelations between cinema and real
world and vice versa. The conference
titled “The conditions of live cinema”
by Douglas Khan will close the
section. It will discuss examine the
development of live performance and
audiovisual improvisation through
sounds recorded by musicians as well
as media artists and experimental
filmmakers.

.

Stephen O’Malley and Carl Michael
Von Hausswolff will talk about drone
music and its effect on audience’s
perception and sense of time, while
the experimental filmmaker Ken
Jakobs will attend Sonic Acts XII to
show his work methods for his wellknown project/utopia “The Nervous
System” , where during the ’60s he
was able to stimulate the viewer’s
nervous system through flickering and
three-dimensional effects, only
through the obsessive editing of the
print. Then he will present his new
work “The Nervous Magic Lantern” .
Furthermore, the researcher Frank
Kooi and the artist Ulf Langheinrich
(at the festival with the live
performance Feed, in Italy in 2006 at
the Mixed Media Festival in Milan) will
talk about “perception and illusion”, in
a world they will explain how
audiovisual art is able to specifically
intervene on the cortical perception
of the images, and also on the brain

.
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The Sonic Acts XII exhibition section
(at the Netherlands Media Arts
Institute and Melkweg Mediaroom )
will show some installations by Boris
Debackere, Kurt Hentschlager and
Julian Marie (obviously these work
are centred on sense immersion in
virtual audiovisual backgrounds) and
the multi-channel sound installation
of the Swiss collective Leerraum .

classic Instruction for a Light and
Sound
Machine
by
Peter
Tscherkassky, The Flicker by Tony
Conrad, Battleship Potemkim Dance
Edit (120bpm) and Weekend by Walter
Ruttmann .
The section Artists in Focus will also
present Mika Taanila and Rose Lowder
, who worked on the boundary
between
photography
and
filmmaking for over 30 years. Future
Cinema will deal with the possible
developments of future cinema,
including the film Monochrome
Transporter by Thomas Kubli, the
works by the USA artist Cory
Archangel and Light Reading(s) by the
USA sound artist Stephen Vitiello .

The film programme will present
some cinema strongholds like The Art
of Vision by the master of
experimental cinema Stan Brakhage ,
inside of the seasons Absolute Frame,
Absolute Time and Absolute Sound .
Moreover the programme includes
the following films: the modern
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on occasion of the festival, will
present a preview of their project 24
Hour Drone People. While the second
day will see artists like Leafcutter
John, the trio Signal (Alva Noto, Frank
Bretschneider, Olaf Bender) and Pita ;
besides, on the closing night, such
artists like Bruce Mc Lure, D-Fuse, Tez,
Ulf Langheinrich and the extraordinary
Ryoichi Kurokawa will offer an
overview of the most recent
experimentation in the field of live
media.

.

Photo by Arianna D’Angelica
Like every self-respecting Audiovisual
Art festival, also Sonic Acts will give
space to its performative essence.
Over 3 days the most famous
international artists who work on
audiovisual research, both from a
technical and aesthetic point of view,
will perform on stage. On the opening
day, the sound collective The Drone
People (CM von Hausswolff, Hilddur
Ingveldardóttir, Stephen O’Malley, BJ
Nilsen, Joachim Nordwall, Mika Vainio
and C. Spencer Yeh), a group founded

Ops, I was forgetting to say that even
Otolab will participate with their
project Circo Ipnotico, already present
in Holland last November at the Strp
Festival in Eindhoven. We can say that
although the indifference of the
institutions, something is moving .

www.sonicacts.com
http://www.sonicacts.com/SA_XII_P
rogramme.pdf
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Konic Theatre, Terra Y Vida
Annamaria Monteverdi

their works at Ircam, at the Centre
Pompidou in Paris , in Madrid ,
Barcelona , Bilbao , Glasgow , Mexico
City, collaborating with universities,
polytechnics and artificial intelligence
research centers.
Before the show in Catania Konic
explain that in parallel to the creative
projects, they have started some
research connected to artistic digital
communication and specifically
about: interactive systems that

Catalan theatre company Konic Thtr,
created by Alain Bauman , artist and
multimedia artist, and by Rosa
Sanchez , dancer and choreographer,
has attracted a large audience with its
latest interactive theatre/dance work,
NOU I_D , previewed at Cultania,
Catania’s multimedia theatre festival
conceived by Salvatore Zinna.

facilitate and widen audience
participation, where the audience acts
as an “activating agent”, and that
transform the audience into
participants in the expositive and
scenic projects; programs that analyze
and classify data that is produced by
interactive devices and by augmented
reality systems; interactive devices to
enhance the expressive potential of
actors and dancers; study of the
body-technology-society, human
body and virtual body interaction,

Konic was created in 1992 and
specializes in installation and
performance projects that blend
interactive technology, multimedia,
music and theatre. Konic has a long
history of activity, it operates in
Barcelona and it is considered a
pioneer of interactive art. It has been
one of the first groups to experiment
with theatrical motion capture
systems applied to dance. Its artists
reside in the major creative centers of
the world, and they have presented

with the development of sound, video
and light technology. NOU I_D is the
stage application of this research that
they love to call The Augmented
Stage , which ties together art,
science, technology and whose aims
are: to investigate and to develop
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software and hardware to use on the
contemporary scene and for
choreographic writing, and to create a
non textual dramaturgy and
choreographies based on interactive
communicational languages.

of the suburbs as we all know them
are mixed with a video landscape in
3D and with a sort of virtual
ecosystem: isolation, inner desolation,
anxiety, incomprehension but also
dreams and utopias, struggles and
desire for change are described. Arid
desert landscapes, borders without
hope, anonymous spaces of urban
crossing, never ending global
migrations, fragments of geographical
areas in constant movement. The
world is seen as an empty can to
throw away, inhabited by identical
mannequins, individuals without
identity. Creating new worlds, intact
landscapes, creating networks and
communities that pulsate with real life
and that are able to respond to
external impulses like the virtual
geodome on stage- is that possible?

.

Konic’s Nou I_D is first and foremost a
political performance that the authors
define a “social critique”. Had anyone
lost all hope that technological (and
non technological) theatre had
something urgent left to say? Nou I_D
is the search for a relational space or
maybe a space for authentic
communication in everyday life, it’s
the search for an ideal habitat where
it is possible to coexist, to share and
to recognize each other as individuals.

Infrared technology, motion capture
systems, biometrical sensors, 3D
graphics, video projections managed
by software conceived by the artists,
emphatically characterize Tierra y
Vida : the appearance of the world
with all its possible modifications is
modified by a single hand, by a single
heart beat. Or by a song. The song and
the poetic recitativo performed at the
opening by the Mediator encourages
us to remember those forgotten
worlds that we want to know; a
female voice remembers the long
journeys of the sem terra , the
landless peasants, of the refugees
from all over the worlds that are

Too many things make the planet into
a place that is foreign to us, that make
us feel excluded and eternally in
migration. We do not integrate in a
space where politics is a remote thing:
“The new laws prevent syncretism” is
said in the performance. The images
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eternally traveling without a
destination, inviting us to join a
“crossing ritual”: in this scene an
infrared camera traces the
movements of the woman that draws
and modifies a geodome, an
architectural universe in 3D with
pressure sensors. The dancers and the
performers create audio and visual
landscapes, thanks to wireless sensors
located on their bodies and thanks to
optical movement capturing systems.
From this moment on the
“construction” of the provisional,
vulnerable but new home, the new
world, begins. The difference and the
novelty create opposition and
contrast, but we are the city and the
individual that inhabits it has a name
and a face. So does the audience, and
at the end of the piece it declaims it
out loud. This is an exciting
technological political theatre project.

KONIC THTR: La ricerca viene prima
della produzione di quella che noi
amiamo chiamare “scena aumentata”;
il nostro interesse è indirizzato alla
drammaturgia. Molta della nostra
ricerca va proprio in questa direzione:
come creare il giusto programma
informatico da applicare sulla scena
sempre in stretta relazione con la
drammaturgia, per dare vita a un
teatro in cui differenti linguggi si
uniscono insieme, corpo, musica,
immagine, suono. Cerchiamo di capire
quale software possa essere
necessario usare o sviluppare e lo
facciamo noi stessi con alcuni
collaboratori. Il nostro progetto di
ricerca riguarda la possibiltà di usare
medium interattivi, differenti sensori
con diverse capacità di interazione
con il corpo. Il tipo di interattività
sempre dipende dal progetto,
dall’esigenza della storia: i rapporti tra
azione e risultato talvolta sono stretti
ma non ci deve essere rigidità,
casomai flessibilità. Vogliamo rendere
visibile questo processo interattivo
sulla scena, vogliamo creare una
nuova sensibilità verso le nuove
tecnologie e sperimentare uno spazio
sempre meno costrittivo in relazione
all’esperienza della danza.
Anna Monteverdi: How long does it
take you to prepare your pieces?

.

Anna Monteverdi: Where does your
research begin?

KONIC THTR: Due anni per il processo
e per le prove.
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Anna Monteverdi: What kind of
technology do you use in the
performance?

musica, la parola. La coreografia è
fondamentale quanto il testo, quanto
la semiotica. In generale siamo spinti
da un’idea centrale, da un “concept” e
questo diventa il centro, la confluenza
di tutti i linguaggi.

KONIC THTR: Usiamo special devices,
videocamere a infrarossi, sistemi di
motion capture e sensori che leggono
temperatura e altre alterazioni
ambienali, sensori sempre più piccoli
e sempre meno ingombranti.
L’interattività di Nou I_D lavora su tre
diversi livelli: Videocamera trackin per
catturare la posizione degli interpreti,
Postural sensors per catturare i
movimenti fisici del danzatore,
Sensori biometrici che informano sul
loro stato fisiologico. Ogni sistema dà
una diversa chiave di lettura, se vuoi
un diverso punto di vista
sull’argomento. Il softare Terra y vida
risponde agli input dei tre sistemi di
cattura dati fisici.

AnnaMonteverdi: What is the meaning
of a performance like NOU I_D?
KONIC THTR: Lo spettacolo è una
critica sociale e dunque la tecnologia
è parte di questa critica, non ci piace
l’uso impersonale, acritico delle
tecnologie. Il punto di partenza è
insieme politico e sociale: la
condizione di sentirsi senza una vera
meta, abbandonati, persi e questo lo
ritroviamo in modo diverso
rappresentato dalla voce, dal suono,
dal corpo. Non abbiamo voluto fare
uno spettacolo naturalista, è una
composizione astratta su cui creiamo
atmosfere suggestive, evocative ma
aperte al dialogo col pubblico.
Anna Monteverdi: When was the
software Terra y Vida programmed?
KONIC THTR: The development of the
software application TERRA Y VIDA
emerges in the frame of the research
project The Augmented Stage that
Kònic Thtr hass undertaken, during
2006 in the medialab of Metrònom in
Barcelona and in collaboration with
Martí Sánchez Fibla, researcher at the
Spanish Higher Council for Scientific
Research (CSIC). Terra i vida responds

.

Anna Monteverdi: Would you define
your work as “dance/theatre”?
KONIC THTR: Non solo danza, usiamo
molto il corpo, ma anche la voce, la
22

to the inputs of three multi-user
physical data capture systems: video
cameras inform us about the position
of the interpreters, postural sensors
capture their
movement and biometric sensors give
us information about their
physiological state.

KONIC THTR: The Augmented Stage
will focus on the creation of tools in
the form of intelligent computer
software as well as wireless sensor
technology and computer vision. All
of them will aim to the treatment in
real time of multimedia information
and the mediation between
performers and computers. The
Augmented Stage takes as a starting
point the analysis and application of
multimedia systems that codify the
human gesture, in real time, in visual
and sonic expression and in how the
mediation between the body and the
computer establishes new
communication patterns.

.

http://koniclab.info/

Anna Monteverdi: What is the
augmented stage?
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Dna: Dust Eye / Dust Architecture
Marco Mancuso

project that during the last 2 years has
been presented at a lot of
international festivals, and also at the
Share Festival in Italy . Also in this
case, it’s hard to entirely analyze dNA
works in order to render it with depth
of analysis and the right structure of
adjectives and adverbs. Above all in
front of polymorph interdisciplinary
paths, when unknown chords are
stricken. In a world, in case of a
metalanguage able to facilitate the
interaction between different
disciplines and design techniques. As
for other fields over the last years,

Architecture and technology, design
and digital media: a more and more
daring connection that may seem
outrageous because of its hybrid and
audacious nature. After the two
episodes dedicated to Lab(au) and
Limitezero on the last issues of
DIgimag, another piece has been
added to this complicated mosaic,
which is still far from being
completed.

architecture and design are walking
towards a revolution that will lead to a
change in languages and codes,
above all for what concerns the ability
of representing and interpreting the
environmental contests where we
live.
These themes are vital sap to
doubleNegative Architecture : their

I’m talking about doubleNegative
Architecture (dNA) , a Japan based
agency made of architects, designers,
sound & visual artists and graphic
designers coming from all over the
world. They refer to Sota Ichikawa ,
who is already well-known inside of
the digital art as he was involved in
Gravicells  Gravity and Resistance, in
collaboration with Seiko Mikami , a

architecture structures are digital
creatures in a constant mutation with
the organic humus they live in, a
multimedia mirror of a nature that is
never so live and visible, a planning
transfer of a natural environment that
has never been so tangible and
assimilable. To be more specific, I’m
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talking about the project Corpora in
Si(gh)te , commissioned and exhibited
at the YCAM  Yamaguchi Centre for
Arts and Media, from the 13 th
October 2007 to the 13 th January
2008 . This is the latest project of a
widest subject (the whole ” Corpora ”
series) along dNA research process in
the relationship between design,
technology and spatial environment.

twists and twists again, modifies,
grows and develops like the living
being indeed it represents
According to dNA “architecture is
above all an instrument to measure
space”. And Sota Ichikawa is going to
repeat it several times along the
interview. Architecture is lived like a
huge accumulation of spatial
measures: measures suitable for a
new digital visualization, subject to
the constant re-distribution of their
values. Fully virtual complex
structures, able to re-design
themselves in real time according to
the changes and variations of the data
flows. A complex architecture able to
be part of the environment, and
influence it by filling it up, modifying
its habitability, interacting with
human beings; with the aim of
intertwining a design dialogue with
real structures, with the more
traditional forms of architecture, like
dNA demonstrated in the projects
“Algorithmic Wall” and “Corpora
Structure 1″ .

.

Corpora in Si(gh)te
photo: Ryuichi Maruo(YCAM)
The point-of-view shot is the heart
and main characteristic of ” Corpora in
Si(gh)te “: an architectonic body able
to give a subjective and autonomous
vision of the surrounding environment
(data about direction and power of
the wind, about temperature,
humidity, brightness, noise level, )
thanks to a series of electronic supereyes able to report and influence each
other like the knots of a digital net
whose weave derives from the data
gathered. And it expands, shrinks,

Twenty years are gone since the
beautiful Tower of Winds by Toyo Ito,
but maybe at that time it was the first
sensory perception system, not based
on the Cartesian axes xyz, but on a
polar coordinates system in order to
give birth to new conceptions and
visualizations of space. This is what
Sota Ichikawa began ten years ago
with the fundamental system of the
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whole project Corpora Projects called
” smooth compound eyes -> supereye “ Enjoy the reading!

working since 2004. We
“doubleNegatives Architecture” (dNA)
assemble members for each project,
core members of CiS are Max Rhiner,
Ákos Maróy, Kaoru Kobata, Satoru
Higa, Hajime Narukawa and me Sota
Ichikawa
Briefly CiS is autonomous building redesigning itself influenced by the
natural site parameters. On surface of
CiS, it captures real-time environment
data such as, wind direction, wind
speed, brightness, temperature,
humidity, noise level, using around 40
units of mesh network devices in the
site of ICAM (Yamaguchi Center for
Arts and Media). You can refer this
technical idea to “smart dust”
concept. The virtual autonomic
architectural structure is computing in
the same scale of real space. The
architectural structure re-designs and
updates itself, changing is per several
seconds.

.

Corpora in Si(gh)te
photo: Ryuichi Maruo(YCAM)
Marco Mancuso: I’d like to start talking
about the project Corpora in Si(gh)te,
tell me something about it and the
exhibition at the YCAM. Where did
you get the primary idea for this
project? What’s your work method?
Which is the technological
relationship between physical
materials and digital technologies?

Audience can see that virtual
structure on the augmented reality
screens. We set several network
cameras shooting YCAM site in real-

Sota Ichikawa: “Corpora in Si(gh)te”
(CiS) is the latest and full scale
representation of our continuous
project called “Corpora Project”. We
already have several version of
Corpora project. I do not remember
where the first idea from. I can say it
already began in the project called
“smooth compound eyes -> supereye” 1995. So this is more than 10 years
work. Actual Corpora project is

time, the computed structure overlay
onto those real-time images.
Audience can refer all data and
generation image with changing the
camera angles on touch-panels in the
exhibition room.
In the end, all skills what we use for
CiS, were totally from surveillance
technologies.
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view points, from many subjective
view points. The name “Corpora” is
the plural form of “corpus” from Latin,
meaning body / dead body /
compilation of words. We mean it the
compilation of subjective viewpoints.
In the Corpora Project series, we set
autonomous element called “supereye” which has special notation
system, is subjective view point, has
programmed rules of behavior and is
node of structure. This “super-eye”
explore the surrounding environment
data of itself and watching the
surrounding other “super-eye”s. The
point of the naming is including “eye”.
It means group of viewpoints
watching the space.

.

Mesh network sensor device in the
field
credit:Ryuichi Maruo(YCAM)
Marco Mancuso: Therefore Corpora in
SI(gh)te is a virtual living architectural
entity able to react to the surrounding
environment and “visualize” it. It looks
like a double relation between “the
inner space” and “the outer space”,
between “natural” and “digital”,
between “physical” and “virtual”. What
do you thin k about this relations? Are
they intended or just a consequence
of the project itself?

The “super-eye” try to make clone if it
is in good condition, if it is dark: try to
get higher, if it is windy: try to make
short stroke, try to be intense for
toughness, if if the structure unstable:
try to be leg to stand, etc. Also if it is
surrounded too much density: it dies
and disappears. The basic system is
from John Conway’s “game of life”, is
well known as cellular automaton
computing models. I am thinking the
concept of such controlling from
viewpoints group, calling “Dust Eye /
Dust Architecture”. Dust watching
space, dust seek the data in the
space, dust re-design itself to be
architectural structure.

Sota Ichikawa: The core theme /
concept of CiS rather of Corpora
Project, is considering where objects
are controlled from. The usual way of
designing, production is to see the
objects from outside, to be well
controlling from objective view point.
Corpora project tries to control
objects from inside, from subjective
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use those just because we have them.
All of our project’s aim is not to exhibit
it, but to see how it works, to see how
relates with us, it is experimentation
of way of architectural thinking. Those
are not combination of architecture
and media technologies, but showing
the vision of architecture somehow.
Marco Mancuso: What do you think
about the use of the digital
technology on a software level to
create very ambitious forms and
architectures (as in the case of a
master like Zaha Hadid)? Your
approach to architecture looks
completely different as you shift your
attention on different matters , as the
interaction design, the audiovisual
spatialization, the hyper-mediate
representation of the environment

.

Group of super-eyes for “Corpora
structure 1″
credit:dNA
Marco Mancuso: Who influenced you
both in the field of architecture and
design? Or even audiovisual art?
Looking at Corpora in Si(gh)te you
promptly think of the ” Tower of
Winds ” by Toyo Ito, for example,
although with the due differences in
the use of physical technologies
rather than digital. Which kind of
relationship you have with the other
contemporary great architects?

Sota Ichikawa: Zaha is great, it seems
natural for her to shift using
generative algorithm for beautiful
forming. I think she is one of most
remarkable architects in the world.
Your feeling of deference in our
approach maybe because we started
from on different mechanism of

Sota Ichikawa: Well, there are many
great architects in the world, yes,
Toyo Ito is great. Although I have no
consciously reference to such
architects. If I force to say, 70′s
architectural mind can be laying under
me. What I was directly influenced are
sci-fi novels, comics and mysterious
vernacular building / landscapes. I do
not have good comment about
interaction design, audio visual art, we

spatial perception. It could be refer to
mechanism of the flying birds group,
building ant hill or small leaf beetles
group, such mass controlling
mechanism. I think perception will
reflect to the notation system of
space. There are 2 side of “Corpora
Project”. One is to inspect and show
the process of generation, like CiS. On
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the other hand, we are trying to apply
this system to real structure, like
“Algorithmic Wall” and “Corpora
structure 1″.

always re-compose time and space,
the measuring is still on going
continuously. It is the intelligent
corpus measuring space.
You can imagine that architects and
designers learn the system of
drawing, plan/elevation/perspective,
those are also way of projection
related to notation system, then we
can read them, draw on them,
exchange ideas on them. The drawing
system can become as the language /
protocol of space. Then I thought, if
we use the deferent way of notation =
language, we may touch another
concept of space. It is easy to
imagine, to think in Italian, to think in
Japanese, will give us different
outputs. What we did at the start of
doubleNegatives Architecture (dNA)
1998, the project called “smooth
compound eyes -> super-eye”, is
creating different 3D notation system
based on not xyz axis but polar
coordinates. This idea is still alive and
core of CiS.

.
CiS augmented reality screen shot
credit:dNA
Marco Mancuso: You all consider your
approach to architecture like a system
to measure space, like a possible way
to represent the surrounding
environment by using lights, images,
sounds. Some years ago you did the
same when you tried to create
architectures able to visualize the
complicated structure of the Internet.
So which is you work method and
your approach to interdisciplinarity
and to the hybrid representation of
physic and virtual spaces?
Sota Ichikawa: “Architecture as spatial
measure machine” is the basic
concept of us. It is very simple and
strong. Architecture is huge
accumulation of spatial measuring in
the process. Even the building itself, it

.
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Algorithmic Wall
credit:dNA

many levels of programming already,
video recording scheduling, wake-up
alarm , such levels as well. Voice
recognizer will help you to program
something. we already surrounded
programmings. Products will be more
open for programing. More raw-level
programing will be required for
architects and designers. Such a
programmable environment and full
covered network will give us different
kind of perception, emotion, terror,
happiness, power, society, state,
map… It is difficult to get foresight of
those fusions.

Marco Mancuso: Do you think that the
use of digital technologies can really
be considered like a method apart
from architecture to represent the
structures of information networks
and digital layers that innervate our
cities, or like an instrument to work
directly with the concept of the body
plunged in a multimedia space? Do
you think that architecture can merge
with other art and design disciplines?
For that matter also doubleNegatives
Architectures is made up of a
professional mix of architects,
designers, sound & visual artists,
graphic designers
Sota Ichikawa: We will forget such
naming “digital”. We will feel them a
part of nature. Now such technologies
are not special things, those are
everywhere, those are really in our
hands. We should think such
technologies as materials like
concrete, steel.. we should use them
same as legacy materials. Actually
such technologies are still in progress,

.

Algorithmic Wall
photo: Megumu Wada

we will see the changing shape of
computing products, smaller, less
power consuming. It is easy to guess
that everything will go to be seamless,
we will never mind the
separation/deference between.

Actually what we see today, are
already in the idea of sci-fi writers. As
you see “smart dust”-like concept can
refer to “A Fire Upon the Deep”. Most
advanced concept can be from
writers like Vernor Vinge, Greg Egan.
They really foresee. I respect such
imaginative visions and I am feeling

Programing will be the most main
operation for all profession. There are
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those are kinds of architectural
activity.

www.doublenegatives.jp/
www.g–r.com/
http://corpora.ycam.jp/
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Scanner: Intellectual Electronica
Marco Mancuso

where we live, who breath, who feel
emotions, communicate, love and
hate like we do. All these features led
Robin to collaborate with various
entities and circles, with a fertility and
a planning rigour that just a few have.
From video artists to architects, from
choreographers to designers, many
professionals felt the desire to build
sound thanks to Robin’s contribution.
The basis is made up of integration
among different disciplines, analogical
and digital: from urban complexes to

Since his debut, Scanner has been an
unclassifiable artist inside of the
crammed panorama of electronic
creativity. Actually Robin Rimbaud is
well-known in the world of electromusic, appreciated by his own
spiritual
father,
Karlheinz
Stockhausen, but he always moves in
the fertile ground of contamination of
new technologies and of those
potentialities offered by the means of
electronic expression and integrated
media.

electro-music, from design to videoart, from sound design to installations
and live media.
From the composer Jean Paul Dessy
to the fashion designer Hussein
Chalavan , Scanner developed works
by Salvatore Sciarrino and
collaborated with the Italian Alter Ego
, he set to music images by
Michelangelo Antonioni and Jean Luc
Godard and created the UE tune, he
collaborated with the video artist

Scanner built his whole world around
his own name, which has always been
the same since he began in 1995.
According to Robin Rimbaud the
scanner is declaredly an instrument, a
means to communicate, an electronic
device able to capture voices and
dialogues of unknown people
surrounding us. People who live

Edith Garcia and with other visual
artists for audiovisual installations set
all over the world (one of the most
famous is the work with the
experimental filmmaker Steve
McQueen for the project Gravesend,
presented at the 52 nd Venice
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Biennale).

soundtracks written for the
choreographers Christin Bastin and
Shobana Jeyasingh . His works have
been exhibited and represented at
Pompidou Centre in Paris , at
Kunsthalle in Wien, at Royal Opera
House and Tate Modern in London
and at Bolshoi theatre in Moscow .
In a world Scanner doesn’t spare
himself: he ran the exhibition Mobile
at Espace Landowski in Boulogne in
2006 and he managed the project
Night Jam with the children of the
Horizon Youth Centre in the King’s
Cross area, in London , in order to
understand, through teaching
workshops on music and voice, how
children can express how the night
city appears to their eyes and their
ears. Robin is also a member of
Free103 point9 , a non-profit
organization made of media artists
that want to promote the innovative
transmission Arts. Although all these
activities, he also finds the time to
collaborate to the London newsletter
Kulture Flash .

.

Photo by: Diana Bier
Moreover Scanner worked together
with such choreographers like Wayne
McGregor or Daniel Larreu and he
explored the works by Andy Warhol ,
he
created
various
urban
sonorizations and he managed sound
toys with his friend Richard Tonne .
His sound works gave birth to many
records, alone or with other artists,
from the works with Stephen Vitello
(together with him he is the author of
the
first
sound-art
work
commissioned by the Tate Modern in
London), Kim Cascone, Alva Noto and
DjSpooky to the fascinating sound
Polaroids, again with Richard Tonne,
where the border between the sound
representation of images and the
visual interpretation of sounds turns
ambiguous. His latest collaborations
include the Italian multimedia artist
Tez (with the wonderful multiscreen
performance Blindscape), the

Trying to remember all Robin
Rimbaud’s collaborations and projects
it’s quite hard, not to mention all the
exhibitions he took part into: that
would cost you an endless interview!
All I can do is suggesting to follow his
activities on the net, through his
website/blog and his newsletter. That
is another sign of his need of
communicating with people who love
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and follow him, from their houses all
over the world. My luck is in being his
friend as his irony and his ironic and
never obvious vision of the world of
contemporary art and modern
electro-music are an always
important comparison element.

identity, it’s something that isn’t just
in music, in literature it has happened
for hundreds of years George Elliot as
a classic example in England , a male
or female writer nobody really ever
knew. I used different names over the
years for different projects but I have
a French name which is problematic
for people, my surname is Rimbaud, in
France it’s je m’appelle Robert
Rimbaud it sounds great, if I say this
in England, my name is Robin
Rimbaud people always spell it
incorrectly, don’t know how to
pronounce it, so scanner was a really
tight, easy way just to suddenly make
it this different persona so I began this
particular part of my career by using
found phone-calls, by using picked
up on a scanner, a device called a
scanner. What I like and what
appealed me about this machine was
the ability to draw sound from all
around you, so more than a tape
recorder now which records what we
talk about now and the sounds, all
these sounds whatever they are
around us, what the scanner does is
extend within a radius of let’s say 1 km
can pick up sounds all around us it’s
like a radio receiver. I found this idea
psychologically and creatively very
exciting that suddenly you are able to
enter spaces in a way that are not
humanly possible to enter so a very
private conversation between a
woman and a man, you and I or
anybody can never actually be in that

.

Marco Mancuso: Robin, let’s try to
understand where your stage-name
comes from. I’d like to know why you
started using it at the beginning of
your career and how the scanner
represents for you an instrument for
communication, when it seems that
the Internet has supplanted and
absorbed every other digital
communication form.
Scanner: Well, I can understand. In the
simplest way it’s curious when you
make music that you have to have
another persona quite often, whether
you’re Franz Ferdinand, whether
you’re Oasis, whether you’re Autechre
or the Aphex Twin. There’s something
very curious about using another
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place at that moment, so
psychologically I like the shape of this
name as well I like what it represents
and I still use it for that reason,
because it still captures largely what I
do with my work, which is to draw
narratives and sounds and stories
from cities I work in and people and
use these as the influence towards
the work I make. I don’t want to be an
import, I no disrespect other artists
but when Mouse on Mars play, it’s the
MOM show that they do in Germany,
it’s the MOM show they do in Lisbon
the same one they do in London. So I
generally try and make a performance
related, so this is perfect to make the

show in Italy, because it was me with
Italy in mind, it was me in Rome it
makes much more sense to make it in
Milan than it does in London, I haven’t
made it in London for that reason it
just doesn’t have that connection.
Marco Mancuso: So a scanner is for
you a sort of instrument to create a
communication link in the material
you recorded and then you reworked
to make it listen to an audience which
is different from time to time
Scanner: Yeah, it’s invaluable to be
able to communicate ideas, that’s
what’s really important to me, ideas,
stories, emotions and narratives.
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say you know “what’s your new record
about?” there’s not really much to talk
about. I love talking about ideas that
cross between architecture and
fashion and music and cinema
Marco Mancuso: about your music, I
remember once I read an article
where you said that your music is
intended to communicate above all
loneliness. Thin concept is in on
opposition with your image and your
frank and sincere way you deal with
people.

.

Marco Mancuso: I ask you this
because unfortunately it is not so
common, in the field of electro-music,
finding famous artists that really have
something to tell not just about their
music, but about their feelings and
ideas.

Scanner: I think there’s more kind of
things I want to communicate, the
themes within my work are very
limited in a way, they’re about
communication between people,
about the good and the bad of
technology, what it offers to us and
what it denies us, how it offers us a
connection between each other
across the world and how it
disconnects us just as much. I wanna
make work that actually moves
people emotionally and actually
strikes the heart, can really actually be
very emotive, this performance here is

Scanner: Yeah what’s important to me
is to take ideas and share them,
they’re what one might easily call
intellectual ideas, but make them
really accessible, I like to make
projects that are very public, so a lot
of the things I do, it’s raining I hope
not, it’s really important to me to
engage an audience and have a
conversation with them. I’ve worked
for 12 years as scanner and the way I
work is very simple: I work with
people I like, in situations I like, I
would not work in places I’m not
happy with or with people I’m not
happy with, or commercial projects,
I’m just not interested in that. I agree
you find it in electronic music, in rock
music, they don’t have really much to

very very melancholic and a lot of
music I’ve grown up with and the
work I’ve responded to have been
films that explore these ideas, music
that explores these kind of shapes in a
sense. So to me that’s what’s really
important, is to engage people and
move them in that way, to give them
some emotional response. You know
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if you came along and just had
intellectual response to a show that’s
fine but do you remember that? Is it
really something you want to share
that with someone else? I want to
make something that people go God
that really pulled me in, immersed me
in this world for a moment. I really
want to make something beautiful,
that’s what I want to make actually. I
like making really beautiful shapes so
hopefully it would be elegant and
beautiful .

moment I’m working with a fashion
designer in Paris, a dance company in
Russia, theatre company in San
Francisco. These different groups of
people, I’ve never seen myself as the
musician that comes to illustrate
something I see myself as part of a
team of people, like the team that put
up this event together is not one
person that sat down and said it has
to be like this, so that is often how my
work develops.
Marco Mancuso: Do you consider
yourself a electronic-musician or a
contemporary composer? I think that
nowadays it is worth to make a clear
distinction, not to lose of sight the
path followed by some artists like you
at the time of overproduction and the
distribution of electronic and digital
music
Scanner: I think neither actually. i
think I am I work with a string quartet
in italy called Alter Ego quite a lot, a
composer called Salvatore Sciorino.
To be truthful I refuse to stay within
any parameters, I use electronics, I
use real instruments, I play guitar, I

.

Marco Mancuso: So why do you think
you are considered a sort of
intellectual in the world of modern
electro-music?

play piano, I can read music, I slip
between the cracks. Ever since I
began music critics found it
problematic sometimes because they
are not quite sure where to put you so
they call me a performance artist or
whatever. But it makes no difference
to me, what I try and do is my best, I
try and make work that means

Scanner: Because I talk about ideas,
because if I have one ability cause I
don’t want to talk about talent as a
musician or as an artist, I have one
ability is to talk about ideas, to share
ideas I’m able to collaborate quite
commonly with other artists because
we share ideas so even at the
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something to me and hopefully
carries this to an audience, whether
that’s electronic music, whether it’s
classical, contemporary, whatever one
wants to call it, I don’t mind. The
difficulty with categories is they are
very useful when you go to a record
store but they are also really
annoying. I was in san Francisco in the
weekend and I was looking for a
particular record, is it under pop
music, is it under rock music, is it
under vocal, how do you know
because it depends who in that shop
has worked it out. It Happens with
journalism all the time, we would do it
ourselves, which is to say this actress,
this actor, this singer, this writer, they
do this don’t they. As soon as they try
and go somewhere else it becomes a
problem. So I try and sit somewhere.

commonplaces, it is objectively true
that electronic and digital music are
living in a era where it is more and
more rare to identify works that
qualitatively differ from the actual
over-productivity mass.
Scanner: I think the great thing is not
knowing what will happen to me,
that’s what’s really exciting.
Something I find really very vibring is
that pop music is ever able to reinvent
itself, it’s something we don’t often
talk about, I’m involved in what might
be known as a more serious form of
art than pop music but I love pop
music like you do as well I’m sure, and
what’s interesting in these people
using very traditional instruments
such as guitars and drums, they are
still able to discover original voices
even after all this time when you think
it has exhausted itself, I agree, a lot of
electronic music has really put itself
into a corner now, I’m not sure what it
needs to do is stop for a moment and
rethink its process. I think one of the
problems is the easy availability of
software that allows you to make
music, it does not always make it
good music, I’m happy to hear
people’s music if they give me cds,
but what I would like to suggest is
that maybe you have to think whether
I want to listen this or whether I want
to buy it, do I want to distribute this.
There is often a problem that software
has with em which is you take a sound
or a loop and you have it going you

.

Marco Mancuso: As you have a great
experience of music, festivals and
artists from all over the world, which
directions is electro-music following
nowadays?
Without
using
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take another sound and a third one
you have got these 3 sounds the piece
is finished, it sounds like, but what
have you done? You chose 3 sounds
like a curator from a palette

images, and also some projects on the
net
Scanner: There’s a piece called double
fold I’m working on which is a piece
about the ? archives it’s going be a
film on the internet a 10 minute film
which you can watch online but you
will be able to contribute material as a
user into this archive, it0s all about
the eraser of a history through digital
technology, it’s not yet online, it will
be in the middle of next year, it’s also
a performance piece that happens
with a video and me doing a
soundtrack. The idea is really simple,
which is libraries have changed so
much in recent years. Everywhere is
doing it, italy England America, is
putting things online in their libraries,
not buying so many books, throwing
newspapers away, in a sense what
we’re losing is our history, it’s ok to
put things into a digital media but
you’ve lost the real feeling of a
newspapaer, paper can last for
hundreds and hundreds of years, as
you know digital technology doesn’t.
So it’s a piece of a critique of a kind of
digital age. What I’m trying to do with
the sound is work I want a piece to
work in locations like for example if I
did it in Italy I would try and use all the
archives of Italian radio and television
and to this huge collage and slowly
make it disintegrate. This piece is still
in process I’ve been working on it for
months.

Marco Mancuso: What can you tell
about your infinite record production?
Scanner: There are always too many
new records, I release so many
records in a year, it’s stupid. Every
year I release 6 or 8 albums but they
are more a sort of documentation of
something I made so the next real
album that comes out is a wedding
soundtrack I wrote, I was invited to
make the soundtrack for a wedding in
the Netherlands , so I did this very
romantic soundtrack to a friend of
mine. It has got such a ridiculous long
title, it’s something that goes on and
on and on I can’t even remember it.

.

Marco Mancuso: Together with your
infinite record production, there are
many projects that involve
interpenetration of sounds and
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Marco Mancuso: Karl Heinz
Stochausen died not so long ago. I
know he was an important point of
reference to you. Could you tell us
how you got in contact with him?

way, he’s working in a field of sound
that isn’t often explored bla bla bla
but you should listen more to my
work, which is kind of typical
Stockhausen thing, I can see what
you’re trying to do but you really need
to listen to me more, he’s a kind of
father, he’s an eccentric figure. No
collaboration unfortunately but a very
interesting moment when we did this
kind of interview together.

Scanner: I did a radio piece for the
BBC radio I made an interview with
him where he had to speak about
contemporary music so he spoke
about the Aphex Twin, Plastic Man
and someone else I can’t remember,
about 6 or 7 years ago, and me. He
sent me a cd which said To Scanner,
cordially yours Stockhausen I like your
work, which I s really sweet, and then
spoke about me in a very pleasant

www.scannerdot.com
www.robinrimbaud.co.uk/
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Annalist: Controllo, Terrore E Sorveglianza
Eleonora Oreggia

al fine di legittimare l’inasprimento del
controllo e far passare leggi che
limitino le liberta’ personali e i diritti
dei cittadini?
La differenza e’ relativa, poiche’, che
questi gruppi esistano oppure no, in
ogni caso la manovra che ne risulta e’
la medesima: tenere i cittadini sotto
controllo e far si che lo Stato, in
qualsiasi momento e per qualsiasi
ragione latente, possa decidere di
fermare e imprigionare ogni cittadino
ritenuto scomodo per la societa’. Con
una semplice accusa di terrorismo e’
possibile potare le estremita’ e
bonificare ogni ‘Nazione’. Bastano
pochi elementi: un’accusa generica ed
una analisi faziosa delle abitudini e dei
dati personali del cittadino (leggi
privacy).

In anni recenti in Germania, come del
resto un po’ ovunque in Europa,
l’opposizione politica ed il giornalismo
di indagine sono stati messi
pesantemente sotto attacco da polizia
e servizi segreti.
Persino scienziati sociali e accademici
con posizioni critiche sono stati
accusati di far parte di organizzazioni
terroristiche per essersi avvicinati ai
movimenti sociali e aver usato parole
“gentrification”,
come
“precarizzazione” e “marxistaleninista” nelle proprie pubblicazioni.

Si chiama epurazione ed e’ una
strategia, vecchia come il cucco, che
non ha mai portato nulla di buono
nella storia. Il giorno 31 luglio 2007
Andrej Holm, sociologo e ricercatore,
e’ stato arrestato con l’accusa di
appartenere ad una organizzazione
terroristica chiamata ‘militant group’
(legge 129a del codice penale
tedesco), accusa che ha colpito anche

Le stesse parole sono state ritrovate in
alcune lettere inviate da un gruppo
che ha rivendicato una serie di
attentati contro auto ed edifici militari
nei dintorni di Berlino dal 2001 in poi.
E se fosse tutta una montatura? Se il
gruppo altro non fosse che un
escamotage dei servizi segreti stessi,

altre sei persone, tre delle quali hanno
passato quattro mesi in carcerazione
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preventiva nel carcere Moabit di
Berlino.

dell’antichita’ tendevano, infatti, non
solo a raccontare gli eventi, ma
costruivano anche vere e proprie
teorie, a volte piuttosto astratte e
filosofiche, altre maggiormente
fenomenologiche, intorno alle
dinamiche ed alle trasformazioni
sociali. Gli annalisti, invece, si
limitavano al racconto ed alle opinioni
personali, andando nella direzione
della cronaca e talvolta dell’intimismo,
o comunque della vita di tutti i giorni,
contrapposta ai grandi eventi di cui si
interessavano gli storici.

.

Il 22 Agosto Andrej e’ stato scarcerato

Ho intervistato Anne Roth a fine
Dicembre a Berlino, durante l’incontro
hacker organizzato dal CCC. Nel
trascrivere e tradurre il nostro dialogo,
mi sono immedesimata in coloro che
ascoltano conversazioni registrate
perche’ lavorano per il controllo e la
sorveglianza. Ecco il testo, da leggersi
attraverso il buco della serratura…..

e messo in liberta’ condizionale,
sinche’ il 24 Ottobre la Corte Federale
tedesca non ha ammesso la mancanza
di sospetti specifici ed ha dichiarato
che Il mandato d’arresto contro il
ricercatore e attivista era fuori legge
fin dalle prime fasi. Il mandato e’ stato
dunque revocato. Anne Roth,
compagna di Andrej, giornalista,
attivista e madre di due figli, ha deciso
di rivelare, tramite un blog, la sua
condizione di vita e le sue esperienze
quotidiane sotto la sorveglianza dei
servizi segreti.
Il blog, appoggiato alla piattaforma
italiana Noblogs (Autistici/Inventati),
e’ denominato Annalist, in memoria
appunto degli annalisti, gli scrittori di
cronaca dell’antica Roma, che si
differenziavano dagli storici per il loro
intento maggiormente narrativo e non
sistematico. Gli scrittori di storia

.

Xname: Anne, ritieni che la tua
esperienza possa essere interpretata
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come una sorta di paradigma del
controllo?

e’ inquietante, se invece ne parli
diventa un aneddoto comico e
farsesco; al tempo stesso fa molta
paura e puoi usarlo come un esempio
di come la sorveglianza venga usata
per generare ancora piu’ paura. E’
questo il meccanismo che sta dietro a
questa guerra al terrorismo, e tutto
questo dibattito pubblico intorno al
terrorismo
dovrebbe
essere
totalmente rivisto dallo stato: invece
penso che sia usato per creare una
specie di terrore entro la societa’ tale
da rendere le persone spaventate, per
far si che la gente si sottometta ad
ancora piu’ controllo, e rinunci al
potere che dovrebbe avere in una
cosiddetta democrazia.

Annalist: Certo non e’ puramente
casuale il fatto che tutto questo sia
capitato a me, al mio partner ed alla
nostra famiglia, poiche’ ritengo che
questo genere di investigazioni siano
dirette a specifici movimenti o
specifici gruppi e non a chiunque. In
questo caso credo siano interessati a
colpire movimenti politici di sinistra.
In un certo senso e’ stato un caso che
cio’ sia accaduto a noi poiche’ poteva
benissimo capitare ad altri che sono
altrettanto attivi in politica e nel
movimento. Penso che questa
esperienza possa essere vista come
un paradigma che descrive come
funzionano controllo e sorveglianza e
come si vive in uno stato che sta
diventando, non dico uno stato
poliziesco, ma uno stato diretto da
sorveglianza e controllo verso le
persone. Le piccole storie che
racconto nel mio blog non sono altro
che un esempio del modo in cui
questo si esprime e verifica. Ad
esempio, io racconto storie a
proposito di come noi ci rendiamo
conto di essere sotto controllo perche’
i nostri telefonini producono strani
suoni o non si collegano alla persona
giusta, tipo quando qualcuno chiama
Andrej ma invece finisce per collegarsi
al mio cellulare, cose di questo
genere…

.

Xname: Si tratta di un comportamento
nuovo, o vi e’, in Germania, una
‘tradizione’ del controllo?
Annalist: C’e’ una lunga tradizione.
Nello specifico, l’articolo 129a, che e’
usato per le investigazioni antiterrorismo in Germania, esiste da piu’

Se tu tieni questo per te e non ne parli
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di 30 anni e fu inizialmente inventato
nel 1976 contro le red-army fraction,
l’onda lunga del terrorismo degli anni
70, che ha un equivalente anche in
Italia ed ha una storia ancora piu’
lunga. Addirittura vi era un paragrafo
129 che era stato iniziato credo nel
1870 e usato contro i socialisti in
Germania; questo e’ stato cambiato
nel tempo e ovviamente durante il
fascismo era molto diverso ma lo
stesso articolo e’ usato ancora oggi
per questo genere di repressione
politica e per investigazioni anti
terrorismo. Vi e’ anche una tradizione
di repressione contro movimenti
politici, e anche questo non e’ nuovo
per nulla. E’ solo una lunga linea di
casi simili che accadono e
normalmente non sono molto
conosciuti, e qualora lo fossero la
gente pensa che e’ ovvio e giusto che i
terroristi vengano messi in prigione…

ma signifca anche che loro hanno
passato anni ed anni a raccogliere
informazioni riguardo persone contro
le quali stanno indagando legalmente.
Abbandonano il caso la gente non lo
verrà mai a sapere, e non si ha alcuna
possibillita’ di protestare ne’ puoi
richiedere i tuoi dati indietro. Credo
quindi che alla fine, proprio questo sia
il principale obiettivo di queste
indagini.

.

Xname: Si dice che il caos,
l’informazione
ridondante
e
l’incapacita’ di dare senso al senso
siano il bug e la via d’uscita dal
controllo. Cosa ne pensi?

L’idea di queste indagini e’ investigare
e raccogliere informazioni, e per
quanto posso vedere io, questo e’
usato generalmente per raccogliere
informazioni su movimenti politici. In
Germania e’ molto interessante, se tu
guardi le statistiche, registrare quante
di queste indagini arrivano in
tribunale: solo il 3 o 4 per cento dei
casi diventano cause legali e molte di
queste investigazioni, ed altre ancora,
vengono abbandonate prima. Questo
significa che la maggior parte delle
volte non ci sono abbastanza dati
rilevanti per iniziare una causa legale,

Annalist: Credo che in questi specifici
casi di terrorismo, non ne sono
completamente sicura, immagino che
abbiano le risorse per analizzare molte
informazioni perche’ vi sono
dipartimenti giganteschi con un sacco
di gente che fa questo lavoro. Nonchè
tantissimi soldi e computers che li
aiutano a svolgere il lavoro stesso.
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Non so come funzioni esattamente,
ma ho l’impressione che abbiano la
possibilita’ di utilizzare le informazioni
che raccolgono. Così come in altre
parti del mondo, in Germania e’
appena passata la legge sulla
ritenzione dei dati (Data Retention), il
che significa che tutta l’informazione,
tutte le mail, il traffico telefonico
verra’ registrato e tenuto per meta’
anno per tutti. Io sono molto sorpresa
di questo: che senso puo’ avere tutto
ciò se non avere questi dati a
disposizione qualora decidano di
consultarli. Non ho idea di come
funzioni tutto cio’, ma d’altra parte
basta pensare a quel sistema di
sorveglianza tipo Echelon, sviluppato
dall’ American Army, che fu reso
operativo parecchio tempo fa e sta
gia’ supervisionando tutte queste
informazioni: credo che ci siano
sistemi automatizzati per analizzare
questa mole di dati.

tempo per analizzare
informazioni…

queste

.

Xname: Qual e’ la tua strategia, o il tuo
rimedio?
Annalist: La mia strategia e’ quella di
rendere pubbliche le cose che stanno
capitando a noi, e sono molto
sorpresa nel costatare il fatto che non
molte altre persone hanno fatto
questa stessa cosa in passato. Ho la
sensazione che questo sia l’unico
metodo che abbiamo per non essere
controllati dalla paura, perche’ la
paura funziona quando sei solo, e se
tu pensi che stai diventando pazzo o
che sei paranoico e non parli con la
gente non ottieni supporto. Invece,
rendendo pubbliche queste storie,
molte persone stanno dimostrando il
loro supporto e sono solidali:
parecchie persone sono assai
scioccate dalle storie che stiamo
raccontando, e questo le rende piu’
sopportabili per noi perche’ piu’ le
racconti piu’ diventano ridicole…

Quello che posso dire, in specifici casi
come il nostro, e’ che quando loro
vogliono dare un esempio clamoroso
di qualcosa possono puntare
l’attenzione su un caso terroristico, il
che suona come una cosa veramente
drastica in tempi in cui tutti hanno
paura del terrorismo e pensano che ci
siano in giro persone che davvero
vogliono uccidere una marea di gente.
Molte risorse dei corpi polizieschi
sono usate contro le persone accusate
di terrorismo e quindi credo che sia
molto probabile che loro spendano
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Anche da un punto di vista politico
penso che questo tipo di reazione
abbia senso perche’, in un periodo in
cui tutti discutono la questione della
sorveglianza solo ad un livello
astratto, e’ importante spiegare alla
gente cosa questo significa nella vita
di tutti i giorni. Il fatto che tale
controllo riguarda la gente normale
come te e me, e che sta puntando il
tiro contro normali attivisti politici che
non sono considerati pericolosi dalla
maggior parte delle persone. Quando
la gente mi guarda non mi considera
un elemento pericoloso, perche’ va
bene scendere in strada e dimostrare
e magari anche pubblicare qualcosa.
L’opinione pubblica non e’ d’accordo
sul fatto che tutto questo debba
essere soggetto al controllo della
polizia. Io credo sia importante
partecipare a questa discussione
pubblicamente e non semplicemente
lasciare che altre cose di questo
genere accadano…

che, secondo la polizia tedesca, e’ la
tipologia classica del terrorista?
Annalist: Vi e’ uno specifico
framework, o griglia, che la polizia ha
sviluppato, e penso che questo
specifico gruppo terroristico, di cui
Andrej e’ stato accusato di essere
membro, ne incarna le caratteristiche.
La prima cosa e’ che questi terroristi
sarebbero persone che hanno una
cultura storico politica superiore alla
media, hanno molti amici intimi, sono
capaci di scrivere testi analitici, hanno
accesso a biblioteche per fare ricerca
senza dare nell’occhio. Tutto questo
perche’ appparentemente questi
gruppi scrivono dichiarazioni quando
fanno attacchi, dunque la polizia si
rivolge a gente dal livello accademico
piuttosto alto, il che e’ abbastanza
ironico perche’ io personalmente non
conosco nessuno che sia in grado di
leggere quelle dichiarazioni. Sono
lunghe, molto molto lunghe e orribili
da leggere, non e’ divertente, io non
ho mai finito di leggerne una perche’
sono scritte in maniera cosi’ pesante e
illeggibile. Vi sono descritti gli strambi
e contorti ragionamenti prodotti dalle
loro menti: noi stessi eravamo
davvero dispiaciuti per gli avvocati
che hanno dovuto leggere queste
dichiarazioni per il caso. Inoltre
accusare persone intelligenti di
esserne gli autori non e’ molto
rispettoso! Ma tornando alla domanda
originaria, un’altra cosa che loro
ritengono importante e’ che le

.

Xname: Potresti descrivermi quella
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persone usino il cosiddetto
‘comportamento cospiratorio’, come
ad esempio non portare il cellulare ad
alcuni degli appuntamenti che hanno,
oppure,
quando
prendono
appuntamenti al telefono, se non
sono espliciti rispetto al dove e
quando incontreranno qualcuno e di
cosa intendono parlare. Non e’ uno
scherzo, questo e’ riportato nei file, se
qualcuno dice per telefono: “Perche’
non ci becchiamo al solito bar a bere
una birra domani sera?” e’ considerato
un cospiratore perche’ non ha
annunciato al telefono di cosa vuole
parlare domani al bar…

Una caratteristica importante e’ che i
presunti terroristi non appartengono a
nessuna specifica ala della sinistra, e
dicono esplicitamente che, al
momento, vi sono due correnti
dominanti nella sinistra tedesca: da
una parte gli ‘autonomi’, dall’altra gli
‘anti-imperialisti’. Le persone che le
‘forze dell’ordine’ stanno cercando
non devono essere membri ne’ dell’ala
autonomi ne’ di quella antiimperialista. All’atto pratico questo
significa affermare che, se sei
intelligente ed hai amici ed inoltre non
fai parte di alcuna specifica ala della
sinistra, allora potresti essere un
terrorista.
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Europa, da una parte come un paese
estremamente paranoico, dall’altra
come un paese pioniere in campo di
controllo e strategia del terrore…
Annalist: L’Italia e la Germania hanno
in comune un passato fascista ed io
credo che il modo in cui e’ strutturata
la polizia, che come organo di
sorveglianza e controllo funziona,
affonda le radici nella storia fascista,
anche se chiaramente non si tratta di
una linea unica e diretta. Sono sicura
che la struttura e’ stata in qualche
modo trasportata nel presente e
penso sia saggio esserne consapevoli
e far si che uno sia in grado di
proteggere se stesso, perche’
probabilmente non ci si puo’ aspettare
molta protezione dallo stato.

.

Xname: Ritieni sia importante
proteggere la propria privacy?
Annalist: Credo valga la pena di
proteggere la propria privacy per
quanto e’ possibile, anche se nel
nostro caso questo e’ stato usato
contro Andrej perche’ considerato
‘cospiratorio’. Questo atteggiamento
in se’ e’ stato usato, o hanno provato
ad usarlo, come evidenza per provare
che lui potrebbe essere un terrorista.
Siamo stati fortunati perche’ la Corte
Federale ha detto che tale circostanza
non e’ probante, non in questo modo,
perche’ loro considerano legittimo
crittare le mail oppure uscire, a volte,
senza il proprio telefono cellulare.
Questa decisione della Corte e’ stata
rincuorante. Non avevano bisogno di
farlo e non penso che all’improvviso si
siano trasformati in un organo super
democratico, ma al tempo stesso e’
stato un bene che questo sia successo
e ne sono grata.

E questa altra cosa riguardo la
paranoia: l’obiettivo di questa guerra
contro il terrorismo e’ proprio creare
paranoia, e generare paura. Penso che
l’Italia sia l’esempio piu’ azzeccato. Voi
avete questa strategia della tensione
nella vostra storia, come quando la
polizia ha fatto determinate cose per
creare ancora piu’ paura. Io lo uso
come esempio quando voglio
spiegare in Germania come
funzionano questi meccanismi,
perche’ e’ cosi’ facile riscontrarli nella
storia italiana. Dunque credo che voi
tutti sappiate molto bene di che pasta
e’ fatto il controllo, ed avete tutte le
ragioni per non lasciare i vostri numeri
di telefono in giro, etc…

Xname: L’Italia e’ considerata, in
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10/12 anni; molti altri sono soggetti a
misure di repressione molto, molto
dure. Queste cose costano care e
possono distruggere le persone e farle
impazzire, io credo sia importante
aiutarli a non esser soli:, anche se solo
con metodi semplici come parlarne in
un blog e rendere le cose pubbliche,
andare in strada e mostrare molto
chiaramente che sei pronto ad
accettare anche questo.

.

Xname: Vuoi aggiungere altro?

Xname: Grazie.

Annalist: Un appello a non
dimenticare coloro che sono soggetti
a fenomeni di repressione: sto
seguendo da lontano le cause contro
gli attivisti di Genova, alcuni di loro
sono stati mandati in prigione per

http://annalist.noblogs.org
http://einstellung.so36.net/it
http://xname.noblogs.org/post/2008
/01/15/conversation-with-annalist
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Man As Pity Machine
Alessio Chierico

moment that it interrupts its habitual
occupations to come to our rescue. In
this case, he answers: “You’ll end up
attributing, plenty of gratitude, a
human character that the analysis of
its transistors and relays would
proclaim impossible”. Therefore, he
ends: “A scientist that would search
between the circuits of that machine
the source of such a human being,
wouldn’t be different from one of our
serious scientist that, after trying to
locate soul in men, unable to
individuate a specific organ in a
specific position, would regret the

Well-known writer Philip K. Dick used
the word “android” in opposition to
the expression “human” as metaphor,
not to identify artificial entities.

thesis according to whom we have a
soul”. This reflection seems lighting
how the ability to feel emotions, in
this case the noble piety of being in a

In his reflection on human nature,
Dick guesses the impossibility to
accept a pure definition of the living
as opposite to non-living. He’s
therefore convinced that the human
being cannot be anymore defined in
relation to ontology, but only to its
way of being into the world. His book
are filled up with creatures that,
human from the biological point, have
an android soul, in the sense that they
are not able to experience any kind of
feeling.

spot, is the characteristic that distinct
man from other human beings. In this
prerogative, Dick identifies the
immaterial principle of soul.
Lots of people think that his portrays
of human beings will turn Dick’s book
into an immoral work. His characters
are actually the precise opposite of
super-heroes of the classical science
fiction. They’re heroes in an unusual
way, that is they’re heroes not for

The writer, during one of his
speculations, ask himself how a
sophisticated intelligent machine can
be negated to humanity, in the

their strength or cunning, but rather
because they demonstrate one of the
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most noble human emotion –
compassion, even if they fight with
psychic illness, poverty, drogues and
pervasive institutions. Human beings
have the ability to feel compassion for
their fellows, but they also develop
emotions such as love, even for
completely different creatures. It is
everyday experience to see a human
talking with its dog; in fact humans
tend to give anthropomorphic
characters to their animals. We as
human being also have the ability to
let ourselves being emotively involved
into events that happen to fictitious
identities, a character of a book or a
movie protagonist, even empathize
with them at the point that we cry.

hypothetical intelligent machine, it
happens in a purely opportunistic
way. A man sees an entity provided
with artificial intelligence as an
instrument that eliminates some
everyday duties rather than achieving
a bigger control on the entire world.
It is something similar to the old vision
of animals. Before the invention of the
internal combustion engine, horses
were the middle to keep efficient to
draw carts. The technological
evolution allowed the changing of the
point of view towards the animal
world, which was once more related
with
our
everyday
works.
Hypothesizing a future where the
synthesis of all foods inside laboratory
is reality, it’s not so difficult to imagine
how inhabitants of this hypothetic
world would find creatures in a
completely different way.

.

This new perception of the living
creatures has already been started. In
fact, it is not important being
conscious of all the processes beside
meat we buy at the mall. The fact that
our technological instruments make

This is a prerogative of the human
being. It’s able to project a part of
itself on everything it has experienced
through its senses, even unanimated
can put on strong emotional merits.
Anyway, even if today lots of organic
rights are recognized, when the man
out in the street thinks about a

us experiment a higher control on
nature allowed the vision of nature
and many animals as resource to
preserve, not as menace. As we didn’t
experiment a satisfying interaction
with A.I., this is still considered
vaguely dangerous for our specie. This
fear is deep-rooted in our culture and
proved by the majority of the 20 th
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century science fiction. Sometime
mass media, taking advantage of
interests and fears of the society,
tends to provoke clamor around
researches about A.I.

self and own actions, nothing is but a
product of our mental processes, that
correspond to electro-chemical
stimulation produced by the
activation of neurons, we are
authorized to think that the
knowledge can be generated inside a
machine as well. Anyway, considering
our actual skills, imagine the situation
is kind of hard, or better impossible.
What actually astonishes is how
human conscience could start from a
simple, even if complex, system of
electronic signals transmission.
The imagine of an artificial
intelligence that emulates all the
characteristics of our brains, even
overtake all the human abilities, well
that imagine usually evokes irritation
rather than enthusiasm.

.

Often, computers are talked as being
so intelligent to be able to beat every
human being in a chess match, but
something must be explained about
this intelligence. Computers are
nothing but translators of signs in
some other signs depending on whom
they can interpret a question and give
a pertinent answer. We can imagine
that someday, due to their more and
more sophistication, computers will
develop a form of knowledge. As in
principle a neuron can be simulated
with convenient math functions and
the human brain nothing is but a huge
number of neurons, it is possible that
the physical structure of brain is
reproducible or can somehow be
emulated by computers.

.

The eventuality that calculators can
do better than assist our intelligence
is translated in the wrong conviction
that such a technical sophistication
would turn human into nits. Is like if

If knowledge, as consciousness of the
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human, as animal in pre-technological
époques, would be considered only as
an instrument to be valued for
physical and mental features. As
relevant questions to create a really
intelligent machine are not only the
power of calculation, but also speed,
memory or their assembling, but
human have faculties that cannot be
reproduced such as the consciousness
of the self, we can only suppose one
day the world will be populated also
by those kind of artificial entities.
Anyway, even if androids still not
exist, no one forbids an ideal jump to
project in a future scene where A.I. is
reality.

Marshall McLuhan thinks it is possible
through art to foresee the psychic and
social consequences of the actual and
future technologies. When this
extraordinary intuition turn into an
ambitious objective, it generates an
open work where the public can
spontaneously create the artistic,
process and dynamic event,
experimenting contexts of real
interaction between organic and
inorganic. It constitutes the most
appropriate modality to develop an
inedited form of empathy toward
machines, delineating a type of
approach to A.I. more equilibrated
and rational.
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The sense of the installation is actively
built through the body action of the
participants to this collaborative
experience. This type of work wants
to support the contact with the
machine and the artwork itself,
following the modalities the public
will judge as the best ones. The work
will turn into a personal path and
concretely offer the chance to live
free the relation with the artificial
entity.

.
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The Observatory: The Observed Science
Gigi Ghezzi

of valorization of verify and evidence
methods
that
should
contradistinguish science. The aim of
the CJR observatory should be
concretely translated in unmasking,
through high quality news, false
alarmism, inexact scientific balances,
wrong representations of the
experiments, revealing the value of
questions implied into studies and the
priorities discussed by the public
opinion.

The 15 th January 2008 Columbia
Journalism Review (CJR) started The
Observatory, a new observatory about
science information cover and the
journalism world environment.

The Observatory is one of the last
products of a transformation process
suffered
by the scientific
communication that the science

As you can understand, the aim is to
satisfy the needs of a type of
journalism that treat science in a
credible way, informative and
independent. It is pretty original the
position and availability to
confrontation of the review with new
media, such as digital magazines and
blogs about scientific news (they talk
about Gristmill blog magazine,
Scienceblogs.com community, Knight
Science Journalism Tracker and
obviously the New York Times Dot
Earth blog). CJR thinks that the
Internet and mobile technologies nets
has been contaminated by industrial
lobbies through information in favor

sociologist Massimiliano Bucchi has
properly defined as “scientific
metamorphosis”. In his “Journalism,
Science and Society: Science
Communication Between News and
Public Relations”, wrote together with
Martin Bauer, Bucchi evidences how
the science communication radically
evolved during last years. This change
is due to technological and
organization development of the
journalism world, but also to a huge
development of the activities of
public relations made by the research
institutions. The contact between
research and media world
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augmented, both for a bigger interest
toward science themes by the public
and for a bigger sensitivity of
politicians and financiers.

divulgation to masses”.
This linearity is re-assembled and
often masses are aware of specific
criticism of some researches before
they are discussed and clarified, by
specialists. Entire researches adapted
their communication to the
journalistic world of the news making.
Better (enthusiastic) announcement
of little discovers related to promises
of a final goal, rather than opened and
complex discussions and prudent
tones, maybe due to some failures.

.

Bucchi and Bauer report about
APPALTO cases of school pages to
local press university offices,
denouncing the absence of
criticalness by a type of journalism
that is no more filter or interpret of
information (the famous Watchdog
Role of the Media by Jacques Ellul),
but only a boutique of news.

.

The strong irruption of scientific
themes in journalism transforms, not
only the journalism itself, but also the
inner communication of scientific
researches. As Bucchi says, new
communication technologies turned
upside down “the traditional linear
sequence: research, informal
discussion between colleagues,
official specialized publication,
communication to policy makers,
absorption through manuals,

Anyway Bucchi and Bauer remain on
the side that denounces the
criticalness of the system and do not
trespass the border of the
PROPOSITIVO area. Robert Frodeman
and Carl Mitcham gave several
indications in the article “New
Directions in Interdisciplinarity: Broad,
Deep, and Critical” appeared on the
Bulletin of Science, Technology &
Society (December 2007). The authors
think the communicative scene of
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science follows the trends of the
other scientific languages. The
complexity of the nowadays-cognitive
production presents the tendency to
invade different levels of the
institutionalized systems. As those
themes are important for the entire
humanity
(wars,
poverty,
demographic
over-growth
SOVRACRESCITA,
environment
contamination, etc.), they require a
new type of interdisciplinary
knowledge that has the promotion of
general visions as objective, but at the
same time they have to be able to
integrate different disciplinary (and
regional) knowledge.

prosecution of those projects
ideologically arrested by inviolable
limits, the re-opening of the dialogue
about researches excessively
occupied by religious and ethic
positions became dogmatic.

.

This is an innovative concept of interdiscipline. There’s no more opposition
to “discipline”, but rather a
complement to it. It occludes (the
overproduction) and synthesizes.
“Interdisciplinary History, Theory and
Practice” (1990) by Julie T. Klein is a
fundamental work in this direction,
but “Human Sciences: Reappraising
the Humanities through History and
Philosophy” (2000) by Jens Høyrup
follows that way, talking about new
developments. New forms of interdiscipline offer the occasion to pass
the political limits of the disciplines
knowledge to reach a stronger goal of
pertinence of the social needs. The
objective is to solve sustentation
problems of all that projects that
intercept (or stimulate) the needs of
the hegemonic community, the

As for the “Encyclopedia of Science,
Technology, and Ethics” of 2005
(designed by Carl Mitcham), the
knowledge must be co-built through
discussions of ethic-scientific values
applied to the world of technoscience. Those values must not be
chosen or created, but be “pertinent”,
that means be applied to social and
environmental, freedom and human
responsibility justice questions, in a
sort of operative synthesis. The matrix
of the communication, it must be
said, has both vertical and horizontal
axis. The first one has the different
scientific disciplines, the second one
the academies, the public and private
sectors and the stakeholder
communities.
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www.cjr.org/the_observatory/cjrlaun
ches_the_observatory.php
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Giuseppe La Spada: The Aesthetics Of A Digital
World
Giuseppe Cordaro

known Web oscar , and that he had to
go to New York to collect it.
For some months, I have kept on
exchanging opinions with Giuseppe
and after the live performance of
Vjing for Fennesz at Powerstock
Festival and that of Filanda Motta
with the Icelander artist Ben Frost , I
decided to invite him to tell us about
his artistic activity on the Web, as well
as his feelings about how he lived and
rendered those projects that mixed
music and visual together.

I knew Giuseppe La Spada by chance,
at the wonderful performance of
Ryuichi Sakamoto last year during the
third edition of Festival delle Arti
Contemporanee in Rovereto. In that
occasion the Sicilian artist was a guest
of his friend composer, with whom he
carried out a net art project called
“Mo No Aware”few people have heard
about, which supports a green cause,
aiming at drawing people’s and
media’s attention to radioactive
contamination Japan is experiencing
in the village of Rokkasho.

.

I can still remember the moment
when, while sitting at a table talking
about electronic music and visual art,
he received a telephone call that
informed him he had won the
prestigious Webby Awards, the well-

Giuseppe Cordaro: What has the prize
you won at Webby Awards in 2007
meant for you?
Giuseppe La Spada: It allowed me to
express myself more freely and to
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have more space available. Now I am
more well-known and can negotiate
more. I have proved to some people
that the way I chose some years ago
was the right one and if you believe in
what you think or dream you will be
rewarded in the end.

the project you presented?
Giuseppe La Spada: “Mo No Aware” is
divided into 3 narrative parts which
are expressed through the media that
allow me to express myself best: flash,
an experimental interface and videos
on the web. I have used metaphors
and expressed fears; it’s my point of
view about a tainted world. The first
part is based on the concept of
contamination, on how we should
face our responsibilities and accept
the consequences of our actions,
whether they are good or bad. Trying
to describe the second part, after
some time, I would say it used
technology
to
support
communication in a brilliant way,
applying simple elements and
productions to entertain and amaze
the user. A microphone substitutes
the mouse and the words which
multiply on the screen are a metaphor
for the medium of “pass-parole” and
its power of spreading information. In
the third part the user can play with a
planet which is shown in three
different moments. What I wanted
was to make the user aware that
actions are irreversible. I liked to
imagine someone playing with the
planet exactly as it were a videogame,
caring for nothing but their interests.
The difference in real life is the losers
are our children and us.

Giuseppe Cordaro: You are the only
Italian who won a prize at Webby
Awards. From your “international”
point of view what do you think about
Italy’s situation?
Giuseppe La Spada: Sometimes I
wonder about that and the answers
come from a wider social situation.
Our country has wonderful artisticcultural roots which were created in
the past but have now been lost if we
consider technological expression
and, more generally, the widespread
lack of sesitiveness. The other
countries care more about artists, as
well as the so-called multimedia
creator.

.

Giuseppe Cordaro: “Mo No Aware” is
the result of your cooperation with

Giuseppe Cordaro: Can you explain
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the Japanese musician Ryuichi
Sakamoto. What has the relation-ship
with a well-known artist meant for
you?

meant reaching its limit, while
comparing it with othr arts meant
finding their identical inner tension. It
starts from my desire to do what
makes me feel multifaceted
emotions. I have always loved the
concept of synesthesia.

Giuseppe La Spada: I realized I could
learn from silences too. Experiencing
something that is wider than yourself,
makes you overcome your limits,
which is formative both professionally
and personally. I adore Ryuichi’s music
and his artistic approach. It is a special
honour for me, something diffult to
describe because it doesn’t belongs to
the professional side only.

Giuseppe Cordaro: One of the most
interesting projects of your career as a
visual artist is your cooperation with
the Austrian musician Christian
Fennesz, who is a reference point for
contemporary electronic music. Can
you tell us something about your
artistic experience with him?
Giuseppe La Spada: The emotional
strength Christian generates with his
work is well-known. It is always
difficult to try and turn an artist’s
music into images, it is a
responsibility, a burden you have to
bear when you are going to deal with
something very personal. I remember
some comments from the audience:
they thought the video had been
prepared in advance because there
was perfect chemistry in certain
moments. It was moving.

.

Giuseppe Cordaro: Where did your
passion for visual art start, I mean,
your interest in experimental
electronic music?
Giuseppe La Spada: I believe there is
a very deep connection between
sound and image; I think they are
complementary, like a man and a
woman waiting for each other
without knowing it. Kandinsky said
that taking a deeper look into an art
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concept of contamination will involve
more and more artists. The research
for new ways of synchronizing visually
with new sounds will be digital artists’
challenge. According to my personal
view it is the music and the artist who
creates that lead the performance. My
works are visual backgrounds that
highlights certain feelings; I hope they
emphasize and not cover them. Some
visual works can be almost violent,
the interpretations they offer can
become too obtrusive when they are
not perfectly pertinent. For me it’s the
same interaction I have on th web:
what I would like is the audience to
follow an emotional way more
personally.

.

Giuseppe Cordaro: You have recently
collaborated with the Australian
musician (who is now living in Iceland)
Ben Frost, with whom you
performend at the wonderful ex
Filanda Motta in Treviso….
Giuseppe La Spada: It was a very
peculiar experience, both for its
starting and the intensity of its
preparation. Ben is very cooperative;
we shot something the day before
and the mood among all the people
involved in the project possible was
great. The performance was a very
good mix between the two aspects, I
didn’t know what he was playing
while I was shooting and it caught me
unprepared in the end. The audience’s
response was extremely positive; they
thought we had rehearsed and that
made me happy. The most important
aspect when you perform music and
visual together is not to make the
audience realize any disarrangement.
Giuseppe Cordaro: What do you think
of the connection between visual art
and musical experimentation after all
the important and fruitful artistic
experiences you had? How do you
believe this artistic expression can
develop?

.

Giuseppe Cordaro: Many people
believe you are a complete artist, who
deals with web, design, graphics and
photography at the same time. What
is your favourite activity among them?

Giuseppe La Spada: Every expression
is influenced by the time it is in and
influences its feelings. I think the

Giuseppe La Spada: Through the
years, I don’t know how consciously, I
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have studied several connected
topics: painting, scenography, digital
illustration, video, photography.
Currently it is photographyNegli anni,
non so quanto consciamente o
consapevolmente, ho approfondito
varie discipline tra loro collegate:
pittura, scenografia, illustrazione
digitale, video e fotografia. Oggi la
fotografia
intesa
come
campionamento d’immagine è
indiscutibilmente alla base di tutti i
miei progetti, anche se credo che
unico debba essere il pensiero, l’idea,
mentre molteplici sono le discipline
con le quali esprimersi. Chi fa il mio
mestiere deve per forza fare i conti
con i diversi strumenti offerti dalla

tecnologia.
Giuseppe Cordaro: Anno nuovo, nuovi
propositi: quali quelli di Giuseppe La
Spada per questo 2008?
Giuseppe La Spada: Trovare un strada
più rimarcata anche se amo il fondersi
e il confondermi. Fermarmi per
concretizzare le esperienze e le
emozioni vissute in questi ultimi mesi,
cercando di godermele con una
lentezza che mi appartiene non fosse
altro che per il mio essere siciliano.

www.glsdesign.it/
www.mono-no-aware.org
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Sign 69.com: Philip Wood’s Microprogramming
Luca Barbeni

constitute
the
technical
characteristics of these videos. This
artist has been able to interpret better
than anyone else the encyclopedic
nature of the web and through his
work he wants to represent the
heterogeneity of web culture.
The web site sign69.org is structured
around the concept of randomness.
Once the user enters the site, she has
only two possibilities, to watch the
video that is being loaded or to click

When we talk about sign69,
medialounge.org, basically when we
talk about Philip Wood, we deal with
one of the real net artists who has
immediately guessed the intrinsic
communicative and expressive values
of the net, beyond the technological
innovation aspect.

on the button that randomly chooses
another one. The choices are rather
simple, as Philip Wood has always
kept away from the use of cryptic
interfaces. It is one of his stylistic
characters not to use interactive
options. Unsatisfied by the low level
of participation that an active button
gives, a button that changes color,
dimension or that simply connects to
another image, he decided to
concentrate on the calculus options of
the computing machine rather than

This artist has been experimenting on
the net since 1995 with his random
microvideos. It’s more than 10 years
that he strenuously continues his
(almost) daily accumulation of
microvideos, which, inserted in a
cumulative matrix that deals with
their vision, do not get lost and do not
get diluted in time but, on the
contrary, accumulate strength and
complexity as they grow in number. I
am referring to random microvideos
because the brevity of the single
pieces and the random editing

on the interactive possibilities. Here
then stems the choice to construct an
experience on line that reminds of
television: a screen and a button that
changes the channel. Each single
video made by Philip Wood
constitutes a piece of an ideal random
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film about his life and about web
images. The possibility of accessing
the infinite amount of material only in
a random manner creates a strong
feeling of suspense in the spectator,
who each times experiences a
different editing: always the same
story but edited differently each time.
Difference in unity.

that randomly and automatically load
different animations. It’s more than 10
years that Philip Wood works on this
site, and he has an enormous
collection of video experimentations
on the same channel. Sign69.com is
much more than a net.art site, and it is
representative of the tendency that
leads towards microprogramming and
the re appropriation of production
methods by the user. Sign69.com
blends Myspace’s diary style with the
visual opportunities provided by
Youtube, all mediated by the artist’s
life and impressions.
Through the random succession of
different videos it is possible to
glimpse into the spirit of our times.
Images of famous people overlap with
each other and with other images,
creating surreal pictures. All this is
blended with snippets of the everyday
life of Philip Wood, who shows us the
interior and exterior of his house in
the French countryside.

.

The author has deliberately
diminished the interactive possibilities
of the user, in order to return to a
known navigation form, the single and
unique button, in order to allow the
spectator to concentrate on the vision
rather than on navigation. Philip Wood
deliberately mortifies the sense of
agency that Janet Murray talks about
in reference to interactive
dramaturgy.
The interface of this web site is very
simple and essential: after an
introductory page one enters the
page radio.html, where on a bar on
the bottom one finds three buttons

.
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The work of this artist is unique in the
world of creative Internet
productions, especially in relation to
the circumstances and the process of
accumulation. The thread of this work
is Philip Wood’s life and the universe
that surrounds him and everyone else.

again praised as a bidirectional and
democratic medium, is advertising
and marketing. Advertising and its
language are seen as a symbol and a
map of our times.
Whilst randomly passing from one
video to the next the spectator
encounters scenes of Philip Wood’s
everyday life, images and sentences
taken from spam e-mails -unwanted
communication present in everyone’s
email that advertises various
products. Next to, above, together
with these extracts of the worst
Internet advertising practice, there are
famous characters from the show
business and political world, where
each one is intent in capturing the
audience’s attention.

Whilst navigating in this interactive
video diary, one comes across a
sentence that in two words
summarizes one of the messages of
the author: spam=cartography . The
invasiveness and the heterogeneity of
spam hit Philip Wood’s imagination.
Inspired by his experienced Internet
navigation and life, he wants to
represent how the highest number of
information exchanged on the net,
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the idea that having a mouse in our
hand has changed the way in which
we perceive images and sounds?
Philip Wood: Il mondo dei media è
sintetico… Siamo abituati a essere
rappresentati tramite immagini dalla
televisione e dalla stampa. Sono stato
un artista tradizionale e mi rendo
conto delle variazioni di materiale o
dimensioni e ogni tanto sono un po’
frustrato dal fatto che i miei lavori
rimangano “virtuali”, ma penso che in
realtà si tratti di problemi di
produzione e finanziamento che sono
presenti anche negli altri media.

.

Luca Barbeni: What inspired your net
project?
Philip Wood: Avevo già fatto molti
esperimenti con i media interattivi, in
particolare con i plug-in di
Shockwave, ancor prima di lanciare il
sito. Il vantaggio della rete era che
potevo pubblicare direttamente il mio
lavoro, e le mie pagine divennero una
sorta di archivio on-line dei miei
esperimenti. Lavorare in un ambiente
come la rete ha avuto anche un altro
effetto. Vi erano limiti nella
trasmissione dei dati che spingevano
le persone a ridurre i file al massimo e
integrare il massimo dell’effetto con il
minimo contenuto. Sono passato dal
creare immagini al prenderle già fatte
in rete, realizzando dei frammenti che
costituiscono una sorta di parallelo
con quello che succede nella
comunicazione basata sullo scambio
di mail, che avviene tra le persone che
visitano medialounge.org.

Molte volte, come pittore o architetto
o scultore, le idee rimangono nel
quaderno degli schizzi, perché non vi
sono le opportunità per realizzare i
progetti. Penso che tutti i media siano
intercambiabili e concorrano alla
definizione di un contesto mediatico
che si manifesta in differenti maniere,
a seconda della situazione politica,
sociale, culturale e tecnologica.

Luca Barbeni: What do you think of

.
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Molto spesso le idee nascono in un
contesto e vengono poi realizzate in
un altro. Per me le tecnologie digitali e
la rete sono diventati il centro di
questo contesto mediatico, mentre i
media analogici sono più “periferici”,
anche se rimane una “corretta” scelta
mediatica, in base a specifiche
necessità o espressioni. È certo che
sono cambiate le modalità di
disegnare con un mouse, dal
momento che vi sono bordi della
superficie infiniti e pennelli dalle
dimensioni immense. Ho passato
molto tempo mentale in rete, ma
ultimamente sono più concentrato
sulla mia vita fisica.

.

Luca Barbeni: It is clear that in the
process of constructing a new media
object it is very important to
concentrate on the structure of the
piece. Could you explain your
approach in structuring the trajectory
of
the
user
inside
your
structure/world/environment?
Philip Wood: Il mio lavoro è
concentrato soprattutto a lasciare che
il computer animi delle immagini
tramite degli script random. Quando
lavoro su progetti interattivi
commerciali vi sono nozioni di
interfaccia e ambiente piuttosto
standardizzate. Potrebbe essere
interessante convogliare questi
discorsi verso la narrativa multilineare,
ma dovendo affrontare tutto ciò da
solo, mi sembra uno sforzo troppo
vasto. Il mio approccio verso la rete è
stato quello di creare piccoli
frammenti randomizzati, in seguito
randomizzare i frammenti stessi
secondo modelli modulari, quindi
inserire l’oggetto nell’archivio, dove
diventa un elemento all’interno di una
struttura
completamente
randomizzata. L’elemento di
cambiamento è simile al concetto
della roulette o di sistemi divinatori
come i tarocchi o gli I-ching, dove a
partire da un ristretto numero di
elementi, si possono realizzare infinite
configurazioni.

La rete è uno straordinario ambiente e
strumento per la comunicazione, che
è stato spinto a una velocità
impressionante. Per certi versi
rappresenta un “nuovo territorio”, ed è
interessante vedere come vecchie
forme culturali impongano le loro
convenzioni in rete, mentre ci si
aspetta che questo ambiente dai
minori problemi comunicativi
interpersonali possa trascendere
positivamente i processi sociali
stabiliti.
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La struttura arbitraria nascosta di
medialounge.org è il calendario.
Volevo fare cinquantadue suoni di
sfondo e 365 frammenti visivi. Il tutto
si è poi evoluto oltre questi numeri ed
è diventato un archivio in costante
cambiamento. Preferisco che
medialounge.org sia più un’esperienza

visuale che interattiva, che presenta
associazioni incredibili, secondo
configurazioni che cambiano
continuamente.

www.sign69.com/
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The Landscapes Of Technoethic Art
Antonio Caronia

television, newspapers and media in
general. I am exressing these
considerations in relation to the
symposium “Research and the future:
art, technology and consciousness 
landscapes of technoetic art 2007″
that has taken place at the Centre for
Contemporary Art Luigi Pecci in Prato
, 7-9 December 2007.
Let me get this straight: this is not a
complaint or a recrimination. If the
symposium has not attracted a large

Italy has a peculiar characteristic that
is difficult to understand for those
who are not familiar with the history
of our country. That is that our
culture, on the whole, is distanced,
always lagging behind, lacking
consciousness of, and sometimes
even traveling in the opposite
direction of the important cultural
trends that emerge across the globe.

audience and if it has not had an
adequate coverage in the media it is
possible that the organizers are partly
to blame for not having been able to
advertise the event adequately.
Nonetheless I am still convinced that
there are deeper reasons to be found.
Italy does have an attentive and
responsive audience for art based on
technology and new media. This is
proven by the success of the “Meet
the Media Guru” conferences
organized at the Santa Teresa

This phenomenon takes place even if
the number of people and the forces
employed in the most advanced and
relevant sectors are not vastly inferior
to those of other countries, and their
work is by any means not of inferior
quality. To put it simply, the activities
of these people and of these forces
are to a large extent ignored (in
comparison to other countries) by the
subsystems of Italian culture:
universities, businesses, publishers,

Mediateteque in Milan by MGM
Communication. But these are events
where important international artists,
from John Meada to Lev Manovich to
Golan Levin (to mention only a few of
the latest digital culture stars) present
a summary of their work in
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spectacular ways.

Accademia di Brera, the first in Italy of
its kind, was missing, but it is known
that sometimes in Milan the
relationship between the most
famous state funded academy and
one of the most ambitious private
academies is not easy. The
researchers from Plymouth that are
completing their PhDs under the
supervision of Roy Ascott, those from
M-Node Milan (who are for the most
part not Italian) and a high number of
Italian artists and researchers
discussed the relationship between
art and technology in its rich variety of
incarnations (digital art, electronic art,
bioart, artistic activism, robotic art,
mediatic art, etc). Was the discussion
fruitful? Of course, during a one-day
convention one cannot hope to solve
all the problems nor can one hope to
make all the possible connections.
Nonetheless I dare to say that the
picture of research in this field has
emerged as more vast, more complex
and more promising than one would
have expected: but also more
contradictory.

.

The symposium in Prato had a more
subtle and participatory approach. A
comparison between Italian and
foreign research on digital culture was
attempted, by using the presence in
Italy of two research groups that
depend from the Plymouth Planetary
Collegium, the institution created and
directed by Roy Ascott. The idea
originated from M-Node, the
Planatary Collegium branch in Milan
directed by Francesco Monico and by
me for the didactical part. In the up
run to the symposium Monico has
then included NABA (Nuova
Accademia di Belle Arti) of Milan, ISIA
of Florece (Istituto Superiore per le
Industrie Artistiche, the best state
funded design school) and the
Accademia di Belle Arti of Carrara,
where the Scuola di Nuove Tecnologie
dell’Arte (School of Art’s New
Technologies) is located.
The homonymous school of the
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dimension, in short the presence of
the body  but on the other it is
disquieting as it declares that the
earthquake that is shaking the terrain
of identity and of self representation
will not stop, and that the hybrid
dimension is destined to become the
only possible stable condition of the
future.

.

On the background there is of course
the approach that Roy Ascott has
given to the issues of technologic art,
and that can be summarized mainly in
two formulas: “technoetic art” and the
“moistmedia”. The expression
“technoetic”, we have to admit, is an
unfortunate one. With this term
Ascott wants to underline a very
important aspect of contemporary
artistic research, it is to say its
cognitive side, and the fact that this
dimension is nowadays mediated by
technology: “technoetics” is in fact a
contraction of “techno”+”noetics”,
from the ancient Greek “nous”, the
mind. Nonetheless it is all too easy to
understand the term as a
juxtaposition of “techno”+”ethics”,
thus referring to an ethics of
technology.

.

Not everything is clear in this
discussion. The posthuman condition
that cannot be erased from this
context is sometimes tinted with
oltranzismo superomistico in the
nonetheless interesting ideas of the
“transhumanist” wave, convincingly
represented in the symposium by
Natasha Vita-More. A certain
predisposition to mysticism can at
times also be found in the most
rigorous research projects, like Tafkav
by Francesco Monico (which we have
discussed at length in the last
Digimag), and it does finds sympathy
also in aspects of Ascott’s thought.
Nonetheless these are all clues of the

In relation to the concept of “moist
media” on the contrary, there are no
misunderstandings. It is an especially
incisive way of highlighting the ever
tighter merging of the informatic,
abstract, logical and discreet
processes (the dry ) and biological,
organic, continuous processes (the
wet ). Thus the moist condition
emerges as the real unsettling new
concept in the artistic research of the
last years. On the one side it is
reassuring  as it guarantees that the
preponderance of the informatic side
does not annihilate the organic, lived
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wealth and the complexity of
contemporary research that cannot
be inscribed in a preexisting or
ideological discourse.

Caraceni. These pieces show how it is
possible to design projects in the
virtual world that escape the
paralyzing choice between empty
spectacularization an tired
reproposition of real life events and
activities. Interesting were also Laura
Beloff’s reflections and projects on
the subject of the wearable computer
and on intelligent and interactive
garments (on the same subject there
is also the research by Natacha
Roussel ), and the experimentation of
an orgiastic dimension and of an
“undisciplined body’ in the activity of
dancer Isabelle Choiniere .

The wealth of research is transmitted
by (I quote only a few of the papers
that have impressed me, without any
prejudice towards the ones that I have
necessarily excluded) works such as
the database that unites the
methodology of social research with
the emergence of new urban subjects,
in the “dissipative urbanism” of
Wolfgang Fiel, or the interventions in
Second Life by Elif Ayter and Simona
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him. He has created a conceptual
geography of the Internet that puts
the propagandist claims of the
businesses involved in Web 2.0 into
perspective.
The exchange of opinions, the
individual and collective work will
continue next summer during a
symposium in Vienna , on which we
hope to give you further information
soon.

.

Tommaso Tozzi has attempted, as he
is know to do, to summarize the
fundamental characteristics of an

www.m-node.com/

activist art practice, plural and
collective, well represented by
Giacomo Verde’s low-tech interactive
projects. Mario Canali has
summarized the premises and the
syncretic dimension (scientific and
holistic) of his work. Antonio Glessi
has presented some acute thoughts
on the latest web trends, with the
understatement that characterizes

http://summit.planetary-collegium.n
et/abstracts.html
www.natasha.cc/
www.saunalahti.fi/off/off/
www.hackerart.org/
www.verdegiac.org/
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Cccs:cross-sectional View Of Contemporaneity
Giulia Simi

museum-cities.
The first exhibition focuses on the
relationship between artist, “work of
art” and spectator, and contribute to
the recent debate started by the
discovery of a new class of neurons,
the so-called “mirror neurons”, which
seem to activate inside the human
brain whenever an action is made,
witnessed or thought about. This very
discovery, made by a group of
researchers of the University of Parma
between the 1980s and the 1990s,
gave birth to a new discipline called
neuroaesthetics, actively involving
scientists and researchers in the
humanistic field in an interdisciplinary
debate which is worth a closer look.

“Emotional Systems – Contemporary
Art between Emotion and Reason” is
the first exhibition of CCCS (Centro
per la Cultura Contemporanea
Strozzina – Centre for Contemporary
Culture Strozzina) – as revealed by the
name a part of the Fondazione Strozzi
in Florence .
In a context such as Florence and
Tuscany in general, where
contemporary culture has to struggle
against a centuries-long artistic
tradition, the CCCS (together with
other events like the Festival della
Creatività , the Biennale d’Arte
Contemporanea , and the recent
opening of the Museo della Fotografia
Fratelli Alinari ) seems to make some
space
for
the
debate
on
contemporary art in Tuscany’s main
city, otherwise bound to become one
of the many splendid – and petrified –

Franziska Nori, Project Director of the
CCCS and curator of the exhibition
(together with Martin Steinhoff) has
talked with us about this topic and the
way the centre is going to be curated
in the future.
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debate and being able to read
through the many layers the complex
and
sometimes
apparently
contradictory reality we live in is made
of.

.

Giula Simi: CCCS, Centre for
Contemporary Culture Strozzina. I’d
like to start by asking you not only
about what made the project possible
but also about the intentions and the
motives behind the activities of the
centre. By choosing the term culture
rather than art , the centre seems to
state a precise difference.
Contemporary Culture rather than
Contemporary Art . Shall we consider
this as a will to include a wider (and
interdisciplinary) glance which may be
the only way to try and interpret the
contemporary age?

Giula Simi: “Emotional Systems –
Contemporary Art between Emotion
and Reason” is the first exhibition for
the centre. Including video art, poetry,
net-art and monumental installations
it takes part in the recent debate on
neuroasthetics, a new-born science
which tries to make space for the
dialogue between scientists and
researchers in the humanistic field on
the comprehension and description of
human nature. What is your point of
view as curator of the exhibition?
Where did the idea come from, also as
far as the artists’ choice is concerned?

Franziska Nori: The Centro di Cultura
Contemporanea Strozzina (CCCS) is
part of the Palazzo Strozzi
Foundation. It was born as a cultural
project which united both public and
private efforts: the Florence City
Council, the Province of Florence , the
Chamber of Commerce of Florence,
and a wide number of private citizens,
brought together by the Palazzo
Strozzi Partners association. The
Foundation is ruled by a board which

Franziska Nori: The aim of Sistemi
Emotivi is to attempt a critical reading
of the relationship between artists,
works of art and spectators, keeping
an eye on the most recent discoveries
in the field related to the human brain
and emotions. The choice of the
authors and the thesis they support

decides the course of action and a
board of directors. The CCCS aims at
being an open platform for the wide
range of approaches and practices in
the production of contemporary art
and culture. “Open” means that the
cultural mediation is not aimed at
developing one single interpretation,
but at boosting the culture of free

wants to be an exhortation to
consider under a different perspective
“what” creates the experience and the
quality of the experience itself in the
context of a confrontation between
the spectator and the work of art. The
path develops through the different
rooms
of
the
Centre
for
Contemporary Culture Strozzina,
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presenting contemporary artists who,
both consciously and unconsciously,
deal with body and sense practice,
but also with the rational and
cognitive parts of emotions, both in
the production and the fruition of art.
The focus of the exhibition is to offer a
wide, non all-inclusive perspective.
The installations work according to
different purposes. Finally, their aim is
the cognitive understanding which
goes beyond the meaning of emotive
experience.

who builds the fruition context and
therefore intervenes in the flow from
the artist to the work of art to the
spectator?
Franziska Nori: I think the curator
should act as a mediator between the
artistic production, the state of the
international debate and the
spectators. Starting from the CCCS
and the line it will follow for the next
two years, the aim is to choose and
present a series of projects which deal
with themes and phenomena relevant
for our culture and society. In such a
perspective, choosing a theme rather
than another actually means to
determine what the audience is going
to see. Since some of the choices are
made by single individuals (in spite of
the fact that they’re organized in
workgroups) and are therefore
subjective, it is fair to make these
choices public, so to fuel the debate
and contribute to the dialectic cultural
process.

.

Giula Simi: The relationship between
the creation and fruition of the work
of art is the centre of this exhibition.
Recent scientific discoveries draw a
direct line between action and
perception, also inspiring the
exhibition, and giving a new value to
Arnheim’s statement according to
which “all observation is also
invention” . In such a perspective, the
dialogue between artist and spectator
gets closer as well. What do you think
is the role of the curator, someone

In this way the choice of the works,
the way they are arranged and the
way the space is presented are visual
languages which translate different
possibilities of interpretation. The
story of exhibition design, that is, the
tradition of theories on the
presentation of art – from the
Wunderkammer to art salons of the
end of the XIX century, from the
exhibition projects of the avantgardes in the 1920s to the White Cube
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, including site-specific art and art in
public places – teaches us that a
curator, as well as an artist, can
configure all the elements of an
exhibition process, thus having an
influence on the perception and on
the possible way the spectator is
going to read the work of art.

all branches of art, science and human
sciences. We live in a global and
complex reality which we cannot fully
understand due to a lack of specific
knowledge. Opening up to different
studies is a key factor to develop
methods and criteria to understand
and face contemporary culture. In this
sense the choice of the CCCS to be a
centre for contemporary CULTURE
rather than contemporary ART
originates from the fact that all
disciplines need to be put in constant
communication, in order to develop
visions for a possible future – a role
that may be covered by artists.

.

Giula Simi: Lectures, readings and
performances have taken place during
the exhibition, involving artists and
philosophers, art historians and
scientists willing to connect theory
with practice. Do you think this is a
good way to bring the general
audience closer to contemporary art,
often rejected because thought at as
being difficult to understand?

.

Giula Simi: A final comment on
Florence , art city, often accused to be
anchored to tradition and to ignore
contemporary art. CCCS seems a very
good starting point. How did the
audience react to its first exhibition,
and how do you see the future of the
city?

Franziska Nori: With the decision to
invite theoricians and researchers in
different fields together with poets
and artists to make weekly
presentations, CCCS has stated that
the present cultural debate cannot be
fully carried out without considering

Franziska Nori: I think I can say that
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until now the CCCS has been
welcomed. Florence , as all art cities in
Italy , is undoubtedly linked to its past.
Still, there are a lot of groups
dedicated to contemporary art and
culture in Florence . The future plans
of CCCS include a constant

enlargement of collaborations, in
order to become a platform for
meeting and exchanges between
local and international networks.

www.strozzina.org
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The Catalan Technological Scene
Annamaria Monteverdi

complete and extremely clear
explanation to my question:
“Personally I doubt we are
experiencing a “Catalan Renaissance”.
Apart from some very specific artists,
authors and groups who are already
well-known, (such as La Fura dels
Baus, Calixte Bieito, Marcel·lí Antúnez,
Sergi Belbel, etc. ) the field’s creativity
is drying out, repeating old patterns
and staging twenty-year-old shows
again. The only difference is now
some companies have a private and

In this article I have tried to ask some
of the key components of Catalan
artistic and cultural scene what are
the health conditions of that so-called
“scene”, which has been the reference
point for everybody dealing with
theatre and design multimedia art.

public economic support which is
stronger than ever.
To tell the truth – Carles Canellas
continues  new “alternative” spaces
have been created in Barcelona in the
last ten years. Characterized by their
peculiar structure, always precaroius,
they are open to any kind of
proposals, many of them off the
commercial theatres’ programmes,
such as ” L’antic teatre ” http://www.lanticteatre.com , ” la nau

My question was rather straight and
aimed at understanding how the
Catalan area situation is in fact
different from that of other nations’
and whether we are actually
experiencing a new “Catalan
Renaissance”. My question was
answered both by Carles Canellas
from Rocomora Teatre and Marceì
Antunez Roca, as well as by Konic
collective , From that starting point a
chat developed, which later on
became another article for Digimag.
Carles Canellas from Rocamora Teatre
was the first to answer, giving a

ivanow ” http://www.nauivanow.com
,
”
cincomonos
”
–
http://www.cincomonos.org , ”
almazen ” http://www.almazen.net ,
“conservas” http://conservas.tk , and
others. There are creation spaces too,
old factories (some of them squatted
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by artists) facing the threat of
demolition plans supported by the
current building speculation, which
will soon tear them down. Fortunately
there are some exceptions,and people
support succeeded in forcing the City
Hall to go back and check the
permissions and in some cases to buy
the estate to protect all or at least a
part of the historical industrial
heritage. An example is ” hangar ”
http://www.hangar.org , ” la escocesa
” http://www.laescocesa.org, while in
the outskirts of Barcelona there is ”
nau
côclea
”
http://www.naucoclea.com

has become a space for dance and
movement arts  the founder of
Rocamora Teatre said to us  and the
historical
Teatre
Romea
http://www.teatreromea.com , which
has been managed for some years by
Focus, one of the biggest theatre
commercial and musical production
(entertainment), until a short time ago
presented, under the direction of
Calixte Bieito, big avant-garde works
of art (they are slightly changing their
artistic and managing policy).
As far as private halls are concerned,
what they distribute (always
supported by consistent public money
contributions) is hardly interesting
from an artistic and cultural point of
view and it is performed by popular
Catalan TV actors and actresses
Something similar has happed with
the old alternative halls, which have
actually
become
small-size
commercial theatres which can at
their best show Latin-American
playwrights and directors.

.

With the new Government of
Generalitat (Catalan independent

The two public big theatres in
Barcelona have now new and “young”
artistic directors who belonged to old
“alternative” circuits: Sergi Belbel at
Teatre Nacional http://www.tnc.es ,
Àlex Rigola at Teatre Lliure
http://www.teatrelliure.com .

government) ,which turned from
centre-right to a centre-left – left
union, the amount of financial
supports has increased three times in
the last four years (though in the past
the supports were so low it has not
been particularly hard to increase
them!). Unfortunately, the money has
not been used to triplicate the

The big structure of ” Mercat de les
Flors ” - http://www.mercatflors.org
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activities or to support new artists;
rather, those who were already known
and financially supported, had their
funding doubled…

time is harder to work abroad because
the expenses have consistently
increased and the Festivals have to
face them. Yet, that is an international
problem that involves everyone. On
the other hand, some artists are
helped by the Catalan Culture
Institute “Ramon Llull” for travels
abroad.
Konic Thr: The Spanish and especially
Catalan scene is very active at the
moment in the field of experimental
stage. We are in a more specific
context within the experimental
creation which is the one relating the
stage and new technologies. In this
kind of artistic manifestation, Spain
has a more recent history compared
to other northern European countries
such as Germany, Austria, England or
Netherland. At the same time, this
artistic tendency has entered very
strongly and is very present in the
universities with the creation of
specialized masters that are forming
each year young artists who specialize
in these languages.

.

We have some international
productions – Carlos Canellas
concludes  but they are part of some
big festivals such as Grec in Barcelona
- http://www.barcelonafestival.com
or Temporada Alta in Girona http://www.temporada-alta.net .
There are some new festivals too, bt
they are not very important. Yet, I
would like to point out that Festival
Grec, organized by Barcelona Town
Hall, has a new artistic director called
Ricardo Szwarzer, an Argentinean
from Buenos Aires now living in
London, who has brought his great
theatre experience as well as new
stage tendencies with him (he was
Director of Teatro Colon in Buenos
Aires). After a first year of transition,
we are eager to see whether he will
be able to accomplish all the plans he
has in mind. For the companies every

Marcelì Antunez Roca: Tanto Konic
come il sottoscritto siamo compagnie
con una storia piuttosto lunga che
comincia negli anni Novanta a
Barcellona. Abbiamo condiviso
programmatori,
ingegneri
e
probabilmente abbiamo sperimentato
temi simili. Ma non siamo compagnie
giovani o nuove, siamo artisti
sperimentatori, pionieri con ampio
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curriculum. Non sono a conoscenza
degli sviluppi tecnologici a Barcellona
in riferimento ai gruppi ma la mia
impressione è che la maggior parte
della drammaturgia si interessi delle
nuove tecnologie come drammaturgia
dell’immagine o drammaturgia del
moviment e poco di “sistematurgia” o
drammaturgia tecnologica. Ma questa
è un’opinione che deriva da una mia
percezione molto particolare e può
darsi che sia sbagliata.

Annamaria Monteverdi: What are the
festivals that usually host
technological works?
Konic Thr: In Barcelona there are
several festivals that show work
related to technology. The most
interesting ones are Art Futura and
the festival IDN (Festival International
of Dance and New Media) organized
by NU2′s.
Marcelì Antunez Roca: La situazione
della regione catalana in particolare
della
città
di
Barcellona,
contrariamente alla tendenza in atto
di fornire supporti economici, oggi è
poco dotata di spazi per una
drammaturgia diversa, ha buoni teatri
per la prosa in catalano e buoni spazi
per la danza e la drammaturgia del
movimento. Non c’è uno spazio però
dove si mostrano regolarmente i lavori
delle compagnie. Ci stiamo
organizzando per risolvere questo
problema. Il festival NEO di Barcelona
puntava su questo tipo di
drammaturgia ma non è certo che
possa proseguire. Qualche festival e
alcuni
spazi
programmano

Dal punto di vista dell’appoggio
istituzionale si è avuto un cambio di
parametri che facilitano in un certo
modo i modelli di produzione e
distribuzione delle opere. Il
Dipartimento di Cultura della
Generalitat della Catalogna ha avuto
infatti un cambio di segno rispetto al
modello che avevamo in precedenza,
e da appena 3 anni favorisce
attraverso aiuti economici, la ricerca,
la produzione e la distribuzione delle
opere. Ma molto resta ancora da fare.

occasionalmente
spettacoli
tecnologici come Art Futura, talvolta
SONAR e l’Escorxador Teatre della
città di Lerida, etc.
Sonar è un evento chiaramente
commerciale legato alla musica
techno con una sezione di Media Art,
ma con un interesse quasi nullo per la

.
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sistematurgia e la drammaturgia
tecnologica. Lo spazio di creazione
l’Animal a L’Esquena mostra una certa
sensibilità
al
tema,
http://www.lanimal.org/, così come il
centro di produzione l’Hangar e
eventualmente lo spazio di
esposizione CASM In ogni caso il
panorama non è molto positivo.

different production spaces around
the city and also internationally. For
us it is an additional problem since we
have opted for research, development
and innovation as an independent
initiative that we are, wishing to bring
new languages to the contemporary
scene. This implies a constant
negotiation with the public
administration, which do not seem to
see the contribution this type of
project is bringing and they assume
very little risk as far as they are
concerned.
Since 2004 we have a direct link with
the creation centre L’Animal a
l’Esquena in Celrá (Catalunya), as
artists in residence, where we realize
research and creation labs. We are at
the moment participating as invited
artists in the inter european project
called Absent Interface (2007-2010).
We also have established relations of
collaboration with various universities
of Catalunya to develop part of the
creation and research processes we
undertake.

.

Annamaria Monteverdi: Have you got
a permanent place to experiment and
interact with other artists in
Barcelona? Have you got a digital art
network in Catalonia?
Konic Thr: We do not have a stable
place in which to develop work in
Barcelona, and this is a serious
problem when
working with technlogy as it means
that we have to carry around and
setup some delicate equipment
everytime we are working on a piece,
this is a problem for most artists
working in this city and the way we go
around it is by finding residencies in

Marcelì Antunez Roca: Ho la mia
famiglia a Barcellona e il mio studio,
Barcelona è una easy city per molti
aspetti, ma troppo turistica per altri.
C’è una tendenza come in tutta
Europa del resto a compiacere un
pubblico borghese e a difendere il
politicaly correct, la nuova religione
dela cultura europea. Io ho qua la mia
equipe, lavoro nel mio studio e cerco
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di mostrare il mio lavoro in forma
globale, in tutto il mondo. Certamente
Barcellona
ha
una
buona
comunicazione grazie al turismo e un
certo orgoglio di città del popolo
(Catalogna), il clima è migliore di
Parigi e Londra ma non è affatto la
Mecca della tecnologia. D’altra parte,
che senso ha enfatizzare gli aspetti
locali quando ci sono reti come
Internet??

working conditions.
Marcelì Antunez Roca: Da una
settimana è stata creata l’associazione
di artisti di scena che dovrebbe riunire
tutte le proposte di scena tecnologica,
di movimento, dell’immagine, ma è
ancora in fase di definizione.
Annamaria Monteverdi: What do you
reckon are the most significant
experiences in current Catalan scene
regarding those electronic arts
(though not exclusively) which are
linked to theatre/performance art?
Konic Thr: Marce.lì Antunez, Sergi
Jordà anche se sono pochi i coreografi
che hanno sede stabile qua; potrei
citarti alcuni artisti: Cesc Gelabert,
Toni Mirà, Angels Margarit che
svolgono progetti in collaborazione
con artisti interattivi; è un
cambiamento non così rapido perché
il valore del testo nel teatro catalano è
molto forte e quindi le convenzioni
teatrali impediscono una rapida
evoluzione.

.

Annamaria Monteverdi: Is there a
network or a cooperation platform for
independent productions?
Konic Thr: Catalunya is a place where
associotionism is very strong and
there are networks emerging in
Barcelona and in Catalunya that are
trying to give a wider space to new
forms of artistic expression that
involve research in arts and non
conventional forms of live arts. We
hope that we can make pressure on
the politicians to make some changes
in our situation, and get some better

www.rocamorateatre.com
www.marceliantunez.com
www.zexe.net/
http://koniclab.info/
www.iua.upf.es/sergi/
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www.experimentaclub.com/data/alai
n_wergifosse/

www.telenoika.net/
http://riereta.net/tiki2007/tiki-index.
php

http://straddle3.net/
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Francesco Arena, Anatomy Of The Pure Image
Massimo Schiavoni

Artist before any other definition,
Francesco knew his evolution as man
hand in hand with images genesis.
He’s been a mute word, which
desecrated the representation
dialectic in a transfiguration of
technique as poetic, as a unique posticonic matrix mediated through his
sensitivity. There’s no art or image
steady in its dignity, and Francesco
works demonstrate it, from
photography, almighty mother of his
research, to sound video-morphs, last
source of his aesthetic keyboard. The
first image of the idea, I’d say, where
the impact and affective intensity
produced vary with time and mind.
Their figurative need moves following
the communicative performances,
and the artist from Genoa , who
understood that the city is where
anyone can communicate and invent
the most, gives back an integrated
and pure anatomy where visual
means pleasure and perception.

In 2008 Genoa breathe thanks to
different congruent aspects that give
a unique vitality of personal human
identity, a multiple desire to be free,
present and socially participant of the
cultural and artistic local and
international “Get Set”.
Genoa must thank a strategic urban
location, a multicultural integrated
and equilibrated society, the ability to
organize and export first order events,
a focused and motivated choice of
resources, works, instructions and
communications
well-advanced
systems. But also a huge generational
creativity grew to the point of turning
the new reference point of the artistic
contemporary scene. Francesco Arena
surely is an artist that contributed to
this step up in class without any help
or pathetical favoritism.
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works?

Massimo Schiavoni: Francesco,
looking back at your career, we can
see 20 years of research and precious
artistic work, documented by the best
critics and part of the most significant
collections and museums of
contemporary art. I could mention
Kunstistorisches Institut, Archivio per
l’arte italiana del Novecento of
Florence,
Museo
d’Arte
Contemporanea of Villa Croce of your
Genoa, the antique and prestigious
Collection of Polaroid Corporation of
Boston and the “holy” Museum of
New Art (MONA) in Detroit. May I call
you “prophet” abroad?

Francesco Arena: A lot furthermore I
think that, going against this
affirmation, a strong technical
knowledge help you elaborating also
conceptually in a more creative and
experimental way. The lack of
experience and technical notions of
languages and machines used, most
of all talking about technologies, can
produce something interesting only
by chance. A technically wrong image
has more expression when you do
know how to treat it obviously I’m
talking about analogical and digital
personally all my work is produced on
6×7 diapositives, my favorite support,
and it is never modified during postproduction. All of the color effects,
tones and unfocused effects are
impressed on traditional film as the
old shoots, using all the potentialities
of light and its colors I love having a
strong adherence on what’s real to
obtain images that make the public
reflect on multiple interpretations of a
reality that we do not see .

Francesco Arena: Well, if you want
actually, during the years I realized my
research has been appreciated
abroad. It may be I synthesize and
filter icons and images without time
that do not reflect an “Italian way” of
working. Themes such as the
ambiguity of vision, the body and
everything that can be expressed
through everyday objects create
something that can be appreciated by
everyone who sees the sensitivity and
sensibility
Massimo Schiavoni: You started with
photography, and you know
everything about it. How much did
this instrument help you arriving to
installations world and video as
principle expression of your last
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nothing. The market art has always
been the same. If Michelangelo didn’t
have the Pope approval, we wouldn’t
have the Sistine Chapel. Rules moved
in a different direction, and actually I
do not see lots of Michelangelo at the
horizon. There are anyway lots of
clones and craftsmen .

.

Massimo Schiavoni: As a craftsman of
images, a visual excavator, where
knowledge and experience are the
base of the right work, you proposed
and imposed yourself in this art
market that often offers poor works
with too much emphasis and easy
genius ideas. How does an artist of
your caliber feel in this contemporary
art “show”?
Francesco Arena: Well, first of all I
don’t feel imposed, as I should I didn’t
reach an international public assent as
well as I don’t sell as I would. There
are different factors, and the quality
of my work is not so important, even if
I never thought about the visual
pleasure while I was creating a new
project I think aesthetic is important
in my productions, but I never
followed trends or chose easy visual
solutions I always searched for
beauty, aesthetic, equilibrium,
harmony in objects, things and
situations I touched, even if it was the
brain of an animal, a model or an
installation of objects. I often feel a

.

Massimo Schiavoni: Do you think
working hard pay or do you think
creativity hits as a lightning in a sunny
day?
Francesco Arena: I think being itself
and having messages to communicate
pay, I think that organizing and
promoting your work pay (if you don’t
have a manager, obvious), I think
believing in your own activity pays,
when this make you a realized man
and make you feel good. Obviously,
creativity cannot be built with
resonated plans, but when you feel
you got it, if you feel you must
communicate something to the world,
it is good taking care of it,

borderline of the art scene and I’m
always astonished when someone
congratulates on or buy a work of
mine as you said, there’s a lot of
fiction and nowadays it is important
to sell the name of an artist, not its
works, as a friend of mine said the
rest is only a consequence, our
considerations in front of this are
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approaching the professional
development of a communication
form. When digital cameras came into
our life, we saw (and still see) artists
that Photoshop and mouse under
their hands amazed the world with
special effects without purpose, not
finalized to a specific expressive
research. Luckily this is disappearing
at high levels and I hope people,
galleries and collectors will
understand that works values is not
only their emotional impact, because
that would be only ads graphic. An
artwork should be felt into the
stomach and inside mind, more than
with eyes. I think a work with “history
and life” is recognizable and
distinguishable from a style exercise.
Often unfortunately contemporary art
shows do not walk this way

your question I’m interested in
exploring the possibilities of the visual
representation, its ambiguity of its
seductive parameters, its possible
alteration towards contents the
sexual and morphological identity has
been discussed inside William
Basinski’s and mine work. His
orchestral loops have been the energy
that moved my video cameras around
four female and male bodies, spying
and examining macro with obtrusive
and intruding tracking shot to the
point of fusing together in a unique
body solution, male and female
together in a new identity made of
details that rebuilt an innovative
possible body In this sense, shootings
have been faithful to the original, no
digital manipulation, as the ambiguity
is already inside us and is up to
everyone deciphering, making them
surfacing the surface that we love,
that we take care of, that we’re
concerned for I think identity doesn’t
exist in this sense, it exists only the
apparent representation of the self
and the projections of our fantasies .

Massimo Schiavoni: The history and
life of your initial works are
aesthetically represented by real Still
Life on identities that remember
advertising iconography and massmedial languages, working on human
bodies and consequently on porno
images. You then collaborated with
important artists such as William
Basinsky, giving birth to memorable
performances and video such as “The
Anatomy of Melancholy” and “Circular
Bodies”. What does “identity” and
“vision” mean to you?
Francesco Arena: I could talk about
“identity of the vision”, paraphrasing
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An image from Still represents a toy, a
teddy bear put on a middle finger
with a transparent latex glove. The
purple background with a clearer ring
near the center focused the attention
on the “composition” as it represented
a Chanel perfume. Some saw in the
image a denounce against violence on
minors, some a sexual paedophile
allusion, some an irreverent outrage
to the comforting and delicate toys
image I enjoy this openness of the
message and its different reading
levels, different as our character and
personality is complicated. My work is
the mirror of the perceptive and
everyday experiences that, starting
from a subjective data, almost
autobiographic, touches everybody in
a different manner. In RESPIRI, 23
subjects, different in age, sex and
culture, are in front of a mirror and
start from an everyday gesture, a
breathe, to express an emotional
individual baggage that inevitably
turns into something collective if
confronted and saw in public. The
body, particularly the face mimicry,
becomes morbid at the moment
when it lingers without censorships in
a
flux
of
sensations
and
representations that can turn out to
be auto-erotic, narcissistic, enraged or
tender and fragile. I search for beauty
of our self and our wonderful different
sides, instead of searching for an ideal
beauty.

.

Massimo Schiavoni: Why do you
surgically explore during your “medial
set” a beauty and fashion popular
imaginary, wisely orchestrating
sensual (and sexual) illusions and
morbid physicality?
Francesco Arena: Because sensuality
is inside everything we do, inside
every our action
Sensuality
represents us as a business card, if
you get the tones around our
behaviors. My photographic
constructions have Still Life as
representation technique (a
methodology that I admired since 600
up to Caravaggio). They’re the ideal
method to compare the educational
power of objects and people I
organize auto-representations of
what I photograph, exalting their
energy, the seductive power of colors
and forms of objects and bodies that
create together a short-circuit that
transmits energy In some pictures
such as STILL LIFE FOR LIFELIKE
PEOPLE and recently the identity
FE_MAIL (here’s a wordplay on
female-male), the language is taken
from spots and beauty because the
communicative form is the most
direct and common we have around
us. A code that directly strikes all the
different plans of our sensibility
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we’re all voyeurs .
Massimo Schiavoni: What role does
the sound aspect in live recording
have in the claustrophobic and
macro-objective structure of the
post-iconic representation of the
visual, moreover executed by
mythical figures of the contemporary
music such as Elio Martusciello and
Adriano Canziano, near younger and
promising musicians such as Japanise
Gum, Mounth Sims or Maria Castro?

.

Massimo Schiavoni: Talking about
RESPIRI, your last concept that
started in 2004, I found this work
interesting for several aspects. One of
those is surely the multiplicity of
relationships that involves video,
sound and performance created for
the event by Aline Nari and Davide
Frangioni of the UBIdanza Company.
Do you search for aesthetic and autoreferential beauty in this case as you
explained before?

Francesco Arena: It is important
because it is one of the elements that
build this pyramid of collaborations. It
all started from a recurring dream of
mine, the impossibility to trespass a
transparent wall, maybe a metaphor
of obstacle to surpass. I translated
everything with all the material with a
Plexiglas wall and a claustrophobic
video recording of faces that try to
breathe through a limiting and
invisible surface. I collected those
visual experiences that I passed to 23
international musicians that
overlapped their sensitivity and their
living to these visual events, creating

Francesco Arena: I try to enlighten
with a democratic sample of people
how a reaction to an emotional
stimulation (a simple breath) could
turn to be the mirror of emotions that
always touch us, common, hidden in
the everyday life I don’t search the
aesthetic beauty of the form or
representation, I try to go further the
ambiguity of the gesture and reveal
what is veiled behind and inside our
behaviors this work shows in its raw
version a coziness that turn the public
into someone curious to unmask

a musical suite that gave voice to
what they saw the body live is the
concrete representation of those
suggestions that, also thanks to the
lights of the videos (primary colors,
red and yellow), have a surreal aspect
Music not only is a visual comment, a
soundtrack, but also a dynamic event
that characterizes and structures each
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person. I’m happy about all those
artists so involved in my project .

of the body veiled in the video series.
It is also a direct result of the last
string of images “Emergency of
Beauty” that pushes the limits of
bodies, exasperating the relation of
body, dilating on more shooting plans,
capturing all its expressive potential
through its actions, gestures .

.

Massimo

Schiavoni:

Therefore,

RESPIRI is born after an incubation
made by collaborations, thanks to the
Net as well, and difficulties always
present in you artistic path. If this is
the result, well no problem for
obsessions and surreal impossibilities.
Will the future be organized in relation
and basing on this project?

.

We’ll surely see the results of this tour
that is outlining during those days. I
anticipate my presence in Modena ,
Theatre of Passions and Canal Grande
18 Gallery, on the 29 th March. Then
Wunderkammern in Spello the 19 th of
April, Look At Festival in Lucca 10 th
May, Milan Film Festival during
Audiovisiva, with a huge presence on
more sites + Obraz gallery 24 th -26 th
May. All the other dates are to be
defined from now on And I’m
thinking about another multimedia
installation, but we’re talking about
2009, maybe .

Francesco Arena: While RESPIRI is
exposed during this part of the artistic
season and part of the next one as
well, I will develop a photographic
series that I will present in September
at Obraz in Milan, titled NOBODY’S
CONTROL (the control of nobody, but
also the control of no bodies), “static
bodies, agitated bodies, absent
bodies, emotional bodies in apparent
control, in absence of control, red
matters of reflected glass”, that is the
direct consequence of RESPIRI 2008,
principal character: the remaining part
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www.francescoarena.it
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Test_lab, Live_coding
Silvia Scaravaggi

code as the interface for the
interaction between different
performers, and also between live
coders and the audience.
Test_Lab: Live_Code has represented
the occasion to propose some
performances and real experiences of
programming languages Live Coding,
debates and presentations about
techniques and the aesthetic of Live
Coding, as well as an experiment of
live coded Augmented Reality. In
order to understand the activity of
Test_Lab inside of V2 and how this
event was given birth, what the
developments of this technique and
this relatively recent theory are, I had
the occasion to talk to 2 of the
organizers: Michel van Dartel , project
manager at V2_, and Artem Baguinski
, who has been collaborating at the
V2_lab since 2000 like software
engineer, working with resident
artists, running workshops and some
personal projects.

V2_Institute for the Unstable Media in
Rotterdam
is internationally
recognized like one of the main
centres for research and practice for
what concerns new media art and
technological
and
artistic
experimentation. It has recourses of
several events and workshops to give
life to wide discussions about modern
age and to propose the most
interesting matters of the world
creative scene.
On the last 13 th December 2007, the
research centre V2_ presented the
event Test_Lab: Live_Coding. Code is
intended like interface for real-time
improvisation and performances
among the artists on the net.
Live_Coding allows the expressive
control of the software code in real
time over the events and it enables
the live improvisation by using the
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Center; and included fashion shows,
theater, and various mini-workshops
in the program.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: What kind of
activities Test_Lab develops and
supports?

For each edition of Test_Lab we
develop a different theme, and with
those themes we try to tap into what
we think are important developments
and issues in current aRt&D.
Moreover, the themes come forth
from discussions in the V2_ Lab;
questions that arise from projects that
we’re working on, technologies or
approaches that we think are
interesting, or things that we’d like to
learn more about in view of an
upcoming project at V2_. In past
editions, we’ve focused on broad
themes like technologies for the
performance arts, technology in
fashion, and the notion of play in
electronic art, but also on more
specific topics, such as physical audio
interfaces and, most recently, Live
Coding.

Michel van Dartel: The core idea of
Test_Lab is to create an informal
setting, or platform, for artists and
developers to ‘test’ their latest artistic
Research and Development (aRt&D)
work. For each edition, we invite
artists working within a specific aRt&D
theme to bring their prototypes to
Test_Lab for a live demonstration
and, preferably, for the audience to
try out out and play with. In this
sense, Test_Lab always works in two
directions: Artists use the Test_Lab
audience as a ‘test panel’ to receive
feedback on their ideas and work
before it enters the museums and
festivals or before moving on to a next
development stage. At the same time,
the Test_Lab audience learns about
the latest in artistic R&D and has
buckets of fun trying things out
themselves.
Regarding the format of test_Lab we
like to experiment a lot, and let the
format depend on what we’d like to
show or who we’d like to invite. In the
past, we’ve done things like taking our
audience out onto the street to play
games; had concerts, Second Life
performances, dj performances, and
audience jam-sessions; relocated
Test_Lab to the Erasmus Medical

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: How did you two
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get involved in the Live Coding
experience? And how did reached the
event Test_Lab starting from V2_?

Silvia Scaravaggi: How did you
develop the project? What kind of
projects and performances did you
present
during
“Test_Lab:
Live_Coding”?

Michel van Dartel: Test_Lab:
Live_Coding is a typical example of
how a Test_Lab theme evolved from
V2_Lab discussions. For years, Artem
has been involved in Live_Coding and
has been bugging the other Lab
members with info on the software
paradigm and how it is revolutionary
in its approach. But it was only until
we recently encountered some
difficulties in the development of one
of our projects, a collaboration
between Rnul, Carla Mulder and V2_,
that we decided to turn it into a
Test_lab theme. The problem that the
project team encountered had to do
with making an Augmented Reality
environment more dynamic, so that it
could be applied to improvised
theater performances. Artem,
logically, offered Live Coding
techniques as a possible solution to
the problem, and from there on we
decided to present the project, and its
first steps towards a Live Coding
solution, to the Test_lab audience
within a context of other Live Coding
projects and performances. In this
way we hoped to receive feedback
that would be beneficial to the
project’s further development and, at
the same time, to introduce the
audience with the Live Coding
software paradigm.

Michel van Dartel: The evening was
opened by Florian Cramer of Piet
Zwart Institute who gave a very
clarifying
and
entertaining
presentation on the history of
Live_Coding. Besides introducing
what is understood by Live Coding, he
also related it to the philosophy of
early free jazz and worked his way
from there, through early electronic
composers,
towards
the
groundbreaking Live Coding work of
TOPLAP. After Florian’s introduction,
Live Coding audio performance
collective Powerbooks Unplugged
introduced their approach and,
following, gave a beautiful unplugged
performance with their Powerbooks,
positioned spread-out through the
audience

.
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After PBUPs performance, all chairs
were taken out to make room for a
combined presentation by interaction
developers Rnul , theatre maker Carla
Mulder , and V2_Lab’s Jan Misker and
Jelle van der Ster. They demonstrated
the result of a week of trying to apply
Live Coding techniques to an
Augmented Reality environment. First
they handed out 3D glasses to the
audience, so everyone could see the
3D projection of the Augmented
Reality installation, and then Carla
Mulder presented what they had
developed so far and how Carla was
planning on using it in her theatre
performance. In fact, Carla ‘s
presentation had a lot of a theatre
performance in itself, making it a
perfect test of what had been
developed during the week before.

and creative profiles?
Michel van Dartel: Although I curated
the program, Artem was definitely the
main source of information during the
event’s preparation. First he gave me
a personal introduction course to
Fluxus and then directed me to a
collection of relevant papers and
websites on Live Coding. From there
on, Artem focussed on preparing his
contribution to Test_Lab, the Fluxus
mini-workshop, and I got in contact
with Florian Cramer and some
TOPLAP people; Alex McLean, Dave
Griffiths, Adrian Ward, and Julian
Rohrhuber, to further develop the
program. Although not all of them
could make it to Rotterdam for the
event, they were a big help in setting
up the program by getting me in
touch with the right people. Of
course, with any decision regarding
the program I consulted Artem’s
expertise on the topic

Following was a parallel session in
which the audience could choose to
attend either one of the miniworkshops on Live Coding
programming
languages
SuperCollider, lead by PBUP, and
Fluxus, lead by Artem Baguinski, or to
play with the Augmented Reality
installation. The evening was closed
with drinks and a very dance-able
audio performance, based on Live
Coding environment MAX/MSP, by
Susie Jae, aka Jean van Sloan.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: In which way did
you two collaborated? How could you
combine your different professional

Silvia Scaravaggi: Which were the
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main themes of presentations and
debates?

you then manipulate them – once
you’ve started editing the code that
uses those resources and execute the
new version of the code on-the-fly
and on-stage , you are coding live. In
this case, what was coded live was
behaviour and not appearance of
objects, that’s probably why it wasn’t
so apparent.

Michel van Dartel: It’s funny that you
call them ‘emerging’ themes, because
the evening slightly surprised me in
the issues that came up during the
debates. While we had set up the
evening around the live improvisation
aspect of Live Coding, and I had
expected much discussion on things
related to that (such as the discussion
on whether actually showing the ‘raw
code’
during
Live
Coding
performances is essential), the
discussion got most heated up
regarding the definition of Live
Coding. For instance, according to
some, what was used to make the
Augmented Reality experience
dynamic in the demo by Rnul, Carla
Mulder, and V2_Lab did not fall within
the definition of Live Coding, since the
calls to the visuals were performed
live but the visuals were not livegenerated. According to others their
approach did fall within the definition
of Live Coding, since there was no
need for compiling or rendering to
make dynamic changes in the output
of the software.

Michel van Dartel: Furthermore, there
was a lot of discussion on the
differences between using GUIs and
Live Coding, but maybe Artem can
explain this better

.

Artem Baguinski: I guess in my corner
of the floor discussion went
somewhat different way: I found
myself discussing some instruments
frequently used in Live Coding –
ChucK, Fluxus and Supercollider and
how various aspects of their
languages and GUIs help to code (be
it live or not). Neither using GUIs, nor
visual programming (as in PureData or
Max/MSP or StarLogo TNG [1]) is

Artem Baguinski: Live Coding isn’t
always about making code and media
from absolute zero: although you
definitely may start from scratch,
often you’d use pre-written scripts as
well as resources – textures, fonts,
samples etc. The crucial part is how
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foreign to Live Coding, it is the
attitude – the desire to make public
your thought process by displaying
the code behind the media, that
counts

[2]:
(BetaBlocker):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8qDTYuhOM
[3]:
(Al-Jazari):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Uve4qStSJq4

Some practitioners of Live Coding are
constantly in search for more tangible
ways to represent, create and input
algorithms then traditional text-based
programming languages / editors.
Some examples are BetaBlocker [2]
and Al-Jazari [3] by David Griffiths,
and Rubik’s Cube DJ [4] by Douglas
Edric Stanley.

[4]:
(Rubik’s
Cube
DJ):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4
_Ta6TIJTQQ
This might not be approved by
TOPLAP as “official” live coding
instruments, but they do show
existing interest in alternatives to
plain text.
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that and he or she types in the
program or modifies the existing one
and starts it up. Now the audience
and the performer can see or hear the
result of the program that has just
been written. It could be that the
program doesn’t do exactly what was
intended – due to an error or some
misunderstanding; or the program
does exactly that, but the performer
now wants something different,
maybe more complex, but still based
on the original idea.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: I’d like to go deeper
inside of the Live Coding experience
by talking about its philosophy and its
origins. How does it work? Where
does it come from?

So he/she goes back to the editor and
modifies the program and starts it
again and repeats the process in the
course of the performance again and
again. Now, to make it more
interesting for the audience, care is
usually taken to make the transitions
between the old version and the new
seem smoother, or even that the
original program doesn’t really stop,
but just changes over time. Different
artists use different tools and different
ways to make Live Coding feel like a
continuous coherent performance
and not like a series of experiments. In
practice one doesn’t often start really
from scratch – you’ve got some code
fragments prepared, some ideas tried
out, maybe some library (code that
you use without it actually appearing
in the editor).

Artem Baguinski: Live Coding consists
of programming in front of the
audience, while the program one
writes is running. Most often the
program being (re)written generates
or processes sound or visuals – “rich
media”. So, what happens is – the
performer has some sort of system
that can generate or process rich
media, and the way it actually does
that can be specified by a program of
some sort.
The performer starts the system and
opens a program for it, or one could
start from scratch, in an editor. OK,
he/she thinks, I want this or that to
happen and here is how I’d program
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Silvia Scaravaggi: Which is Live
Coding place inside of the
contemporary art scene?
Artem Baguinski: On the theoretical
side: self-criticising, self-defining,
self-searching – there is a lot of
reflection going on: what constitutes
Live Coding, is it an autonomous form
of art, or is it a stylistic addition to
more traditional audio visual
performance? What is the importance
of making the code visible and does it
matter which form the code takes on
the screen? What does it mean to the
artist and the audience?

.

Michel van Dartel: In the miniworkshops Jan-Kees van Kampen (of
Powerbooks Unplugged) illustrated
this very clearly by starting up a
simple sine tone in SuperCollider,
typing the command for sine and
some parameters between brackets
to define its variables, the amplitude
etcetera. Then while fiddling with the
parameters a bit, changing the height
of the tone and such, and by adding
some more commands to the line,
introducing temporal manipulations
on the tone and such, the tone
changes into a cute repetitive pattern.
He explains that this is the type of
thing that he prepares for a
performance, then during the

On the practical side: experimental
and daring. The theoretical discussion
arise from praxis and re-evaluation of
own experience and motivation but
doesn’t c onstra in what peo p l e
actually do. You can say the theory of
Live Coding, if there is such thing, is
descriptive rather than prescriptive –
it analyses what’s going on and
attempts to reinvent itself
accordingly, rather then give
guidelines on how Live Coding should
be exercised.

performance he doesn’t write every
sound from scratch, but prepares
some lines of code like he did just
now, and simply pastes this into the
running editor. The pasting of these
pre-prepared code fragments and the
fiddling with the parameters in the
fragments is used to improvise with
the other Live Coders or whoever
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transforms the engineer into a sort of
organic interface to the technology or
an augmented actor – depending on
the perspective taken.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: How does Live
Coding modify the role of a
programmer during the creative
approach?

Silvia Scaravaggi: How would you
describe the kind of interactioninteractivity Live Coding is able to
develop?

Artem Baguinski: In the context of
performance I’m not sure it does –
there are artists who can code and
practice performing arts, both
activities are creative endeavours and
eventually some of such artists find
themselves combining the two – by
creating their own instruments or
coding during the performance or
both. Rather then changing their role,
Live Coding allows them to demystify
it – look, I am programming now and
here is how I do it and here is what my
code looks like and here is what it
does – this all at the same time as a
coherent and completely open
performance.

Artem Baguinski: Ideally, what we aim
at, it is the interaction of the physical
environment surrounding the artist
and the software system, on a very
intimate level of code constituting
this very system. There are multiple
feedback loops here because the
input/output of the software system
connects it to the environment, just
like artists own sensory system does.

However, when we at V2_Lab, use
Live Coding practices in an
augmented reality art production
process, I think the character of our,
engineers’ involvement changes – it
becomes much more direct,
immediate – due to the much faster
feedback that we and the artists have.
Production of complex electronic
installations is always an iterative
process of trial-error-reevaluation,
and the ability to try various ideas out
on-the-fly, as they arise in a
brainstorming / improvisation session,

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Inside of Live
Coding, which is the meaning of
terms like improvisation, live
performance and interface?
Artem Baguinski: Many artists or
programmers make art with computer
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code – look at runme.org or at the
obfuscated C-code contest – I
consider some of the entries there
sort of code-poetry. Code based art is
very holistic – often its beauty is only
apparent when seen against a
background of a certain computer
subculture or language. Obfuscated
code might use unconventional
formatting to represent the structure
or some properties of the algorithm
the very same code implements, just
like the Tale poem in Carol’s Alice in
Wonderland.

simultaneously as they come to life
and evolve. Improvisation is the goal
of live coding – that’s why you do it
live, that’s why you create and
improve the instruments to get as
much out of the way while remaining
useful and powerful. And in fact, the
interface has dual use: for performer
the editor is the interface to the
instrument, it can constrain or
empower. On the other hand, for the
audience the editor is yet another
interface to the artist’s mind,
compensating for the physical body
often being hidden behind the laptop.

And just like you’ve got to understand
English to see the link between its
content and its mouse-tail-like shape,
you’ve got to understand code and
often be familiar with programmers’
culture, folklore and mythos, to see all
the “inside jokes”, references and
analogies.
By creating the code on the fly and
modifying it as it runs, live coder gives
the audience a chance to get a feeling
as to what it means, even if the
language is unfamiliar or text is barely
readable. By following the editing

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: What happens
between a live coder and who
interacts with him, another artist, the
audience, a dj or a performer?

actions, fixing mistakes, hesitation
and scrolling through the code, and
hearing / seeing the result of the code
at the same time, the audience comes
somewhat closer to the holistic
appreciation of what is going on –
since they not only experience the
media output, or only see the code
behind it – but experience both

Artem Baguinski: Technically the
simplest but otherwise the most
important connection with other
performers is the one that goes
through ones brain – just like in any
collaborative improvisation you watch
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/ listen to your co-performers and let
them influence your ideas as to where
to go next. Often you’d know upfront
what you can expect from the
collaborators, it helps to prepare your
own material that would work well
with that. But again – you can start
blank and work toward coherence
on-the-fly. But since we’ve got
computers, we can let them do some
boring tasks, freeing ourselves for
more abstract and high level “linking”.
Thus when working with a musician
you could make a computer analyse
the microphone input and turn the
sound into input for the code. When
collaborating with other computer
performers you could send each other
signals or even fragments of code
over the local wired or wireless
network.

possible using standard software and
hardware. In other words, it
basically enlarges the creative space
by mineralising the parameters
defining that space.

.

When you use a sequencer to
manipulate a tone you are restricted
to the functions of the faders and
knobs and predefined procedures of
the sequencer, with Live Coding there
are basically no such restriction, and
any manipulation that you’d like to do
can be coded at that moment, there
and then, providing a much larger
freedom to improvise. As a musician I
find this very appealing, although it
seems to take a while to develop the
skills required, since, so far, i’m
still only fiddling with the parameters
of simple sine tones… On the other
hand, people spend lifetimes
mastering the piano, so why not
spend as much time mastering your
laptop?.

Michel van Dartel: I think that in terms
of interaction between a Live Coder
and other kinds of artists and/or the
audience, the strength of Live
Coding is not so much in that it
produces completely different audio
or visuals than could be achieved
with standard software and
hardware… Live Coding’s real strength
is in that it provides absolute freedom
in the manipulations that can be
carried out there and then at that
moment, and therefore has a great
impact on the possibilities for live
improvisation, and thus results in a
completely different improvisation
(interactive) process than would be
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live.v2.nl/livecoding.ram
www.toplap.org/index.php/Main_Pa
ge

www.v2.nl
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Cccb’s Eccentric Cinema
Barbara Sansone

related to geographical and political
reasons – something pretty rare
around here…) glance.
Xcèntric’s first edition took place in
2001 and the festival has grown ever
since, widening genres and themes,
while always sticking to personal
creations and independent
productions – both hard to find and in
contrast with the standard formal
language and aesthetics. Directed by
Carolina López, produced by Angela
Martinez and coordinated by Neus
Carreras, this festival has seen a whole
new wave of events taking place
between December 2007 and January
2008, and the program for the next
two months is already scheduled.

“Xcèntric” aims at promoting cinema
and video productions which rediscuss images and define the
medium through experimental means
and intentions. Therefore, it recovers
works kept secret or long forgotten
through the audience’s intimate
experience.”
This is the self-definition of Barcelona
‘s Xcèntric, a reoccurring event at the
Center for Contemporary Culture
(CCCB) which presents a program of
break-through and innovative
screenings and offers the chance of
browsing through a rich archive (from
the historical, artistic, aesthetical and
technical point of view) on a
completely personal basis. One of the
initiative’s best features is its ability to
provide a long (deeply bound to the
origins but extremely keen on all
that’s contemporary) and wide (not

.

A whole week would not be enough
to enjoy all the treasures that can be
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accessed through the multimedia
interface, while comfortably sitting on
a couch. There’s place for almost
instant-like short films and for long
features, for historical colossuses like
Eggeling Viking (Symphonie diagonal 
1921, with Hans Richter, his only
feature before his death in 1925),
Oskar Fischinger (one of the creators
of animation cinema active since the
20s, who also inspired Disney’s
Fantasia), Francis Picabia and René
Clair (Entr’acte – 1924), Dziga Vertov
(Entuziazm 1931), Jean-Luc Godard
(world famed member of the Nouvelle
Vague), Norman McLaren (Pas de
deux – 1968, among others), Yoko Ono
and Albert Fine (artists from the
Fluxus group) to mention but a few
and make our way through different
historical periods, arriving to
contemporary productions, mostly
produced with better technological
equipment and often blending
different arts.

dedicated to images and sound
manipulation, the latter generally
quadraphonic, producing installations
such as Reset , presented at Venice
Biennale in 2001 and later turned into
a video, or Modell 5, based on Akemi
Takeya’s video recordings and
projected on 4 separate screens) and
Leo Scahtzl (born in Austria in 1958
and more inclined to video
installations).

.

José Val del Omar stands out among
Spanish directors; he was born in
Granada in 1904 and died in a car
accident in 1982, leaving a whole
series of projects unfinished. Inventor
of PLAT (or Picto-Luminic-Audo-Tactile) techniques, he shot movies
on the three elements (Water-mirror
of Granada, Fire in Castile and Galician
Warmth  of mud) with the intention
of shooting a fourth feature to be the
focus of the Elementary Tryptich of
Spain. His sudden death made this
impossible; however, Eugeni Bonet, a
colleague and friend who shared

Among these, it’s worth mentioning
Timo Novotny (young and talented
member of Sofa Surfers; the archive
includes Neon , a 2005 5-minute film
based on a neon pipe installation by
Nik Thoenen), Dario Azzelini (living
between Berlin and South America; in
2002 he shot together with Oliver
Ressler Disobbedienti, a document on
what happened during the notorious
G8 in Genoa), Granular Synthesis (an
Austrian duo composed of Kurt
Hentschläger e Ulf Langheinrich,
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many of his thoughts and intentions,
tried to bring the project to an end.

images without a history reaches high
levels of poetry, and is never banal.

The director was present at the
screening of Tira tu reloj al agua , one
of the night events which also
featured the presentation of works
included in the new Xcèntric program
at the CCCB auditorium. This film reelaborates the original Val del Omar
materials and techniques to get to
Eugeni Bonet’s personal view of the
project; it also draws inspiration from
Val del Omar’s original notes.

A very entertaining and stimulating
event was the one featuring English
directors Miranda Pennell and John
Smith, the first focusing on
relationships (among people, between
the people and the environment, the
camera and the subject), the latter on
ambiguity and the different meaning
objects assume in different contexts.
Miranda Pennel, formerly a dancer
with a high choreographic sensibility,
presented You made me love you (an
interesting experiment in which the
camera does not follow the action; on
the contrary, the operator moves and
the dancers always have to try to stay
in shot), Fisticuffs (a British western
taking place in a pub attended mainly
by elderly people who – from casual
walk-ons – turn into the main
characters), Tattoo and Drum Room
(exploring the ritual gestures of the
British army and the contradictions
within a percussion instrument school
– which don’t reach the same level as
the previous two features).

.

The result is an extremely charming
film, also thanks to the music score
(Bonet left it to FMOL Trio, composed
of Sergi Jordà Pelayo, F. Arrizabalaga
e Cristina Casanova), switching
between extremely carnal images (the
plants of Andalusia and its large
architectures packed with tourists)
and others which are incredibly
abstract (a reproduction of pierced
films and other techniques used by
Val del Omar). The celebration of such
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space for the M11 (among which also
Smith’s own house), rich in metaphors
and featuring music by Jocelyn Pook;
and Lost Sound , a story which gives a
voice to audio tapes found
abandoned in London, trapped in
barbed wires, trees, gates, street
lamps and antennas, produced in
collaboration with sound artist
Graeme Miller.

.

John Smith presented 5 of his works,
among which largely stood out The
Kiss , already awarded during the
2000 edition of Palermo’s Festival
Internazionale di Videoarte e Cinema
Sperimentale “L’immagine leggera”
(this city must have had an impact on
Smith, as suggested by the sound
recording in Piazza Maggiore at the
end of Lost Sound ). The petals and
pistils of a beautiful white iris open up
until they break the screen (or the
camera lens?) as if it were glass.
Originally it was an installation where
images were screened in mirroring on
two hanging glass screens, the illusion
of them breaking often causing the
audience to move away. The feature
was shot in real time, by inserting the
flower between two layers of glass
which were gradually pressed harder
against each other, until the pressure
made them break. This is also the
reason of the two screens included in
the original version of the installation.

.

Digicult also attended a welcomed
last minute event (due to the
impossibility of screening the James
Benning works in program): Jonas
Mekas’ Award presentation of Andy
Warhol, Happy Birthday to John, This
side of paradise – Fragments of an
unfinished biography. Jonas Mekas,
born in Lithuania in 1922 and
considered the godfather of American
avant-garde cinema (he currently lives
and works in New York) has collected
countless awards thanks to his
apparently home-made videos which,
besides including well known
characters such as Andy Warhol, Nico

Two very entertaining John Smith
short features are OM (a haircut turns
out to be much less mystical than
expected) and Gargantuan (a oneminute tribute to miniature,
commissioned by the Arts Council and
BBC2′s The Late Show). Finally, as
interesting as naive and containing
plenty of non-fully developed
elements, two longer features: Blight ,
the story of houses destroyed to make
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or John Lennon, feature rhythm and
image treatment which turn them
into small masterpieces,
documentaries turned into novels,
tableaux vivants leaving the viewer
with burning eyes and altered
perception, but also with the feeling
of having taken part in a story told
with deep affection. This is peculiarly
evident in This side of paradise , the
story of the childhood friendship
between the children of Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis and her sister’s, Lee
Bouvier, during summer holidays in
Montauk. A significantly moving
element is given by the relationship
between John F. Kennedy Jr. and his
cousin Antony S. Radziwill, which will
last for all their lives, include their
respective wives and end with the
two men’s tragic death.

recommend to those who have a
chance to go to pop by even without
knowing the program: the selection
(which shows passion, competence
and a good taste) is definitely worth
being trusted, and it will offer the
chance to discover a few directors
who heroically dedicated their talent
to secondary areas and whose
existence is unfortunately unknown to
most of the audience.

www.cccb.org/xcentric/
www.valdelomar.com/
www.mirandapennell.com/
www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/
03/29/john_smith.html
www.joansmekas.com

Xcèntric screenings will continue; we
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Virgilio Villoresi: The Mise-en-scene Of Dreams
Claudia D'Alonzo

rather than to reproduce or record.
The dreamlike tendency of the
movement, which at the beginning of
cinema was strong and influent, have
been gradually beaten by the
universally shared rules of narrative
cinema Nonetheless, the tendency
have survived in some film geniuses’
work, or somehow crept into video art
and digital audiovideos, which have
created their languages and methods
according to a narration deeply linked
to sound.

One of the most powerful
characteristics of cinematographic
language is to recall the imaginative
mechanisms of dreams, to stimulate
associations, to evoke atmospheres
one can sink into, overcoming logic
and letting images speak without
using words.

I believe that talking about cinema
and dreams is the natural introduction
to Virgilio Villoresi , an Italian artist,
videomaker and vj. All his works are
characterized by a cinema and
dreamlike atmosphere. Virgilio has
been able to mix an almost handmade experimentation of audiovisual
creation techniques and his
knowledge of history, which is not
simply scholarship, but the awareness
of a language that was studied and
learnt. What joins those elements is
Virgilio’s rich imagination, his ability to
make up atmospheres and express
them.

That kind of power was well known to
Surrealists, who built their allegories
of the unconscious and of madness on
that potential, as well as to abstract
cinema’s authors, who created stories
according to a shape and colour
syntax. Those were examples of how
the camera could extract a different
reality from what was shot, a reality
closer to dreams than to everyday
life.That language was used to create,
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dimension shape compositions which
are arranged and disarranged to tell a
story with no happy end. One of his
latest works is The Rain, a videoclip
created for Lou Rhodes’ voice in
cooperation with Ericailcane, another
Italian author whose imagination is
expressed by the creation of film
noir-fairytale atmospheres.
In his live sets Virgilio uses the found
footage technique, which enables him
to extract, cut and select short
passages taken from cinema history,
as it happened during his wonderful
live performance with the musician
Oto, for whom he created loops
showing a music box of shapes, lights
and colour evoking a dreamlike world.

.

Most of his videos are characterized
by the stop motion technique,
childhood objects and toys and a
creeping sense of uneasiness which
dies away in irony. Examples include
Frigidaire, a video he created in
cooperation with Vivì Ponti, or the
video clip for Populos, a mix of two-
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Virgilio Villoresi: Marco Puccini and I
founded OTO project around 2005 in
Florence. When we started it was just
an audio collaboration related to
glitch,idm,electronics. Then we went
our separate ways for various reasons,
though actually there has always been
a strong creative tie between us. Now
he deals with sounds and I deal with
images during our live performances.
.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Can you tell me
something about your latest work, the
videoclip The rain? How has your
collaboration with Ericailcane and Lou
Rhodes started?
Virgilio Villoresi: Filmmaster clip
contacted Ericailcane for the
videoclip…actually I was meant to
work just as animation technical
assistant. But during the making of
the video a special synergy developed
between me and that brilliant bad guy
that is Leonardo (Erica il Cane). So I
cooperated to the direction of the
video too. We made it using stopmotion animation, with Leonardo’s
puppets and sceneries and no digital
effects. It’s an objective work of stopmotion technique. We also decided
not to use chorma key and to
reproduce everything on the set to
keep the magic of the video real

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: How have you
“built” that live performance: is it
found footage material or have you
created the images? How did you
create them?
Virgilio Villoresi: Mostly found
footage material. There are some
images that I extracted from my old
stop-motion works: some of them
were totally my creation, some others
were created with the excellent
illustrator and stylist Vivì Ponti and
the most visionary ones with the
brilliant designer Mateo Rivano . The
found footage technique (that is to

Claudia D’Alonzo: And how has the
project of the wonderful live
performance with Oto started?
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say the projection of already existing
material) allows me to completely
change the material for every live
performance, even in just few day’s
time. That is extremely stimulating for
new ideas.

Claudia D’Alonzo: I know that you
have recently created peformances
using lasers. Can you tell me you work
with light?
Virgilio Villoresi: “Ni1″. That’s the
name of the project after I bought a
laser projector. Giosuè Russo and
Piero Fragola are working with me.
Giosuè deals with programming and
together we give directions for the
possible installation. It’s a very
complex and interesting project with
great potential.Laser is extremely
ductile and its “four-dimensional”
characteristic let the creation of a very
engaging and emotional visual form
possible.

I believe plagiarism and found footage
are very high and refined forms of art,
when they are used smartly. It’s a hard
work which requires keen research.
Currently, for example, I am devoting
myself to look for old super 8 or 16mm
films that I buy at second-hand
markets or on the web. You can see
extraordinary images shot by amateur
directors or belonging to family films…
it’s very interesting to show those
images (through the process of
telecine and digitizing for a computer
projection) and edit them so that the
film you create is made of already
existing images that everyone forgot
without shedding a tear for them. .

Claudia D’Alonzo: I imagine there are
authors in cinema and video history
that inspire you. Which of them do
you think are important for you and
what are the aspects of your “video
making” which have been influenced
by them?
Virgilio Villoresi: Above all Norman
Mclaren . He has been able to convey
irony to abstract and experimental
cinema, which often take things too
seriously. I would like to continue the
tradition of the “abstract-comedy”,
which was started by Mclaren and Len
Lye , by using real actors in the future.

.
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show them again after some time,
always in the same video or live
performance, you are creating an
abstract narration, you are telling a
story.
Claudia D’Alonzo: If you could work
with a video maker or a video artist of
the past, who would you choose and
what kind of video would you like to
make?

.

Virgilio Villoresi: think with Kenneth
Anger, to discover the magic that is
behind the camera. Those films are
visually great and have something
magic in them…to find out the origins
of those images, of those
atmospheres, of that alchemy.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Both your videos
and your live performances seem
always to tell a story, which develops
through the modifying shapes. How
do you create your story through
images?
Virgilio Villoresi: By repeating
abstract or figurative moving
elements. When you repeat
movements or shapes during a video
or a live performance and then you

http://profile.myspace.com/index.cf
m?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friend
id=64190780
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Tech Stuff, Electronic Music Handbook
Alessio Galbiati

of contemporary man that wrote on
his curriculum the phrase/manifesto
“I’m a fast learner”.
Number three: it is the discover,
through a chat/interview with its
author, of “Tech Stuff. Video manual
of electronic music”, a book and DVD
produced by Isbn Edizioni, innovative
and interesting publishing house
located in Milan, young rib of “Il
Saggiatore” group, directed by
Massimo Coppola and Giacomo Papi
(out in Italian bookshops, but bilingual
project, Italian and English, for 14).
The DVD collects ten documentaries,
serial ones, of 4-5 minutes each (the
total duration is 52′ ) that retrace in a
didactic way the history of electronic
music.

The following article is three different
things at the same time. Number one:
the prosecution of an interview I
made to Lucia Nicolai (Editorial
Manager of Qoob) published in
Digimag
28
(
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=973). Number two: in-depth
examination to understand the
author/user that was firstly valorized
by this experimental television, that is
Giorgio Sancristoforo, better known as
Tobor Experiment.
So, it is an interview to Giorgio, gifted
of an unquestionable talent and an
extremely interesting person. He’s
from Milan , age class ’74, occupied
since years in that multiplicity of
professions that tend more and more
to converge the musical ambit into
the moving images one, an example

.

Theremin and Moog are talked, but
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there’s also the history and inventors
of crazy products created by Sherman
and JoMox. There are cultural
institutions where electronic music
was born, the RAI Institute of
Phonology, and where its future was
built, the Ircam of Paris. But there’s
also a funny trip into the vinyl history,
and then Generative Music and
Musical Synthesis to the conclusion
put into famous Pan Sonic hands. The
extras of this interesting DVD (free on
Qoob site!!) are tasty as the
documentary, for they include a
curious software developed by
Giorgio Sancristoforo  named
“Generator X1”  to learn the basics of
the synthesis but also a long interview
( 40′ ) to Karlheinz Stockhausen, guru
of the electronic music, recently dead,
whose interview is an important
document that retraces through his
real voice the entire career of one of
the most important experimental
composers of the 20 th century. The
book dig out technical particulars of
arguments talked into documentaries
to a deep level, enlarging the circle of
examined arguments.

newspapers, always out of the time
we’re living and distant by the people
who live in it.

.

Alessio Galbiati: Tech Stuff is the first
editorial product developed by Qoob.
What kind of challenge bringing
electronic music history on television
has been?
Giorgio Sancristoforo: It’s been a
wonderful challenge, interesting and
stimulating. Most of all because
bringing on MTV “didactic” material
seemed an impossible test. MTV
creates good programs and it is also
socially employed, but never
produced something educational.
Qoob was the perfect platform, an
experimental channel that accepts
everything. We obviously had to do it
with an ironic and light cut, where I
could joke sometime, while with some
institutions and people I have been
more respectful. Anyway at the end
we got an ideal form, something
thought for the Net, for people who

So, it is an interesting editorial
product that could open the way
(strongly hope so) to all that creative
artists that hardly find a public or
market in our country, often
dominated by “import” products or
conformed to the conformist (and
anachronistic) line directed by the
cultural pages of our national
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have quite a short time. But if I could,
I’d create something that lasts 2 hours
and more!

I’m into working with short material!
Alessio Galbiati: What did you do in
publicity world?

Alessio Galbiati: This is actually the
sensation while watching it. The
impression is a short format imposed
by the producers, to give birth to a
product perfectly integrated with the
snack culture

Giorgio Sancristoforo: Editing. I’ve
been sound designer and worked with
Giancarlo Giannini and Eva Herzigova.
I realized the sound for her last short
movie now on Sky. Now, I’m back in
publicity again, it’s like a drug tunnel
for me, and it’s not so easy to escape
from it, because the pay is ok. Short
work but good money. For example,
now I have to realize the music for
Alfa (he laughs). I’d like to point out
though that I’m not a jingle musician,
but rather a sound engineer.

Giorgio Sancristoforo: Well, it’s the
right way. They have data about TV
and they know how long is their
public attention, it’s not so stupid to
calculate it. I’m from the publicity
sector so thirty seconds are enough
for me. You can imagine five minutes.
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the more you’re able to do, the more
you work. The more you know about
technology, the better is for you! I
worked both in audio and video
because I was in an amazing cinema
post-production (audio section)
studio. The studio was made by
Skywalker Sound (one of the most
famous factory specialized in audio
effects, sound editing and new audio
format, part of the Lucas Digital of
LucasFilm by George Lucas) with THX
technologies, Dolby, two millions
dollar mixers in one word “esoteric”.
There, I trained on tough subjects
learning sufficient information to do
that alone, with poor technology, a
path I strongly believed in and I
haven’t been alone. Satellite channels
are creating short formats composed
by five-minutes pills with five
thousands euro budgets. Moreover I
adore documentaries and I regularly
eat History Channel

.

Alessio Galbiati: I got this while I
searched some information about
you Going back, you talked about
editing
Giorgio Sancristoforo: Yes, I
progressively detached from audio
world to specialize more and more on
video. Therefore I got into editing,
that is something I’ve been doing for
years. I’ve been editor for big Italian
and international production houses. I
worked with Vittorio Sacco, the man
of the pasta spots, Fabrizio Mari, Luca
Lucini I definitely formed in the image
area and then studied photography,
as I wanted to be director.
Alessio Galbiati: And then it’s over,
because there’s no more senses left

Alessio Galbiati: Moreover, and here’s
my formal role talking, your art name
is “Tobor Experiment” is there “Tobor
the Great” involved, the incredible
science-fiction movie of 1954 directed
by Lee Sholem?

Giorgio Sancristoforo: In the kitchen, I
only prepare sushi, which you don’t
like. Anyway, I followed the path I
found necessary, because in the
publicity, media, broadcasting world,

Giorgio Sancristoforo: Yes, it is
involved together with “The
Quatermass
Experiment”
(cinematographic US sci-fi series of
1953, out in six episodes).
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because the majority of names are
definitely impossible!!
Giorgio Sancristoforo: That name was
born for my experimental music stuff.
You do know I program software the
first objective was educate, because I
created some plug-ins for my SAE
students (SAE Institute of Milan),
where I taught “Analogical Synthesis”
and “MIDI” for 3-4 years, and then I
had the exigency to create software
to realize my music. Real
experimental music, in the sense that
the machines that create the sound
must be innovative or at least created
by the artist, to create innovative
paradigms. It’s not so easy, but I try

.

Alessio Galbiati: So Tobor is the mega
robot in the movie, isn’t it?
Giorgio Sancristoforo: That nothing
is, but the anagram of Robot
Alessio Galbiati: That was clear but
why is this name?

Alessio Galbiati: You already talked
about that, particularly about your
software “Gleetchlab”, on DigiMag
pages in an interview of Fabio
Franchino appeared on number 11 of
February
2006
url:
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=304 )

Giorgio Sancristoforo: First of all, I’m a
science fiction lover. I’m that kind of
guy that saw “Star Wars” at the age of
five in 1977 and had been astonished
by science fiction. I watch everything
of the genre, the more it’s low quality
the more I love it. I do not enjoy all
those special effects of nowadays. As
cinematographer, I rather like wires
and puppets than stop motion, super
duper technologies or effects. The
secondary reason is I was searching
for a new name, because finding the
right name it’s a mess (he laughs). It’s
so hard, you must use AssyroBabylonian name to find something
original.

Giorgio Sancristoforo: I started
experimental music from it, music
that I distribute with software. It is a
free distribution because I used free
software; therefore you’re pushed in
doing music. Because you think: “if I
do it, someone else will prosecute this
work”. It is part of a free distribution
system, even if not Open Source that
anyway I support and share because
not everyone has money to spend for

Alessio Galbiati: And pronounceable,
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software. I’m pretty chilled by piracy,
and I’m talking about software not
music, because nowadays music
business lives thanks to live and not
sold CD. But software cannot play live.
The only solution is freeware, so that
people can get a concept of legality.

approach that is getting more and
more human thanks to this childish
behavior and ingenuity as well. That is
the one the child in the film has. It is
almost incredible that philosophically
everything stands in this idea, but
that’s the truth. This amusing
approach has always been part of me,
an infinite desire of knowledge. I’ve
always dismantled things to see what
was inside, like dryers or shavers. A
recreational attitude that made me
enjoy more than with traditional toys.
I think technology can alienate, most
of all in this époque, unless you
become a manipulator. If you
manipulate technology, rather than
being manipulated, than you can
collocate it in its correct dimension.

.

Alessio Galbiati: This is particularly
accentuated in Italy, where it’s freak
paying something from the net.

Alessio Galbiati: We’re clearly talking
about instrumental technology, aren’t
we? Technology as an instrument to
realize ideas. Going back to Tech
Stuff, but staying nearby what you
were saying, I was astonished by
Herman Gillis and Jürgen Micaelis,
creator of Sherman and Jomox. Who
are they? Are they ultra-technologic
men that set their machines by ear? I
mean, when you talk about alienation
and reality detachment or, enlarging
the question, if I think about Ircam
images, I got the sensation of a
technology research alienated by the
external world, as Ircam is built under
the ground, with incredible rooms
lightened only by artificial light

Giorgio Sancristoforo: In fact in US,
and not only there, it’s not this way.
Alessio Galbiati: Going back to your
art name and “Tobor the Great”, I think
it is interesting and suggestive, in the
light of what you said, the fact that
the child protagonist of the movie is in
telepathic contact with the robot. It is
a sort of irrational relation between
man and machine, which somehow
comes out from your works do I
exaggerate?
Giorgio Sancristoforo: After all, I have
a funny approach to technology, an
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Giorgio Sancristoforo: There’s a room
in Ircam who’s absolutely marvelous,
whom ceiling is the sidewalk of Place
Igor Stravinskij and it has a splendid
natural light. But you’re right; it’s
underground and a little bit
claustrophobic. All the people I met
for Tech Stuff have something in
common; they’re all inventors that use
technology to follow a dream to
create something that will finally be
appreciated by musicians, that
musicians will fall in love with. Robert
Moog wasn’t a musician, but his
sensitivity, his gift for electronic
brought him to create musical
instruments
that
musicians
completely loved. He obviously
created them with the help of
musicians. It is the constant between
Theremin, Pan Sonic, Robert Moog
and Herman Gillis

numerous. Leo Fender, Laurens
Hammond, Freidrich Trautwein, who
built the Trautonium, instrument with
whom Hitchcock “Birds” soundtrack
was realized. Pierre Schaffer himself
used mag tape in an innovative way.
In fact, book and DVD are not a
“History of Electronic Music”, but a
hand lens on inventor-artists, that are
men that create technology to create
art, instruments to make instruments.
I didn’t find any type of alienation
actually. I rather found an amusing
relation toward technology.
Alessio Galbiati: We can say you
realized a documentary and book on
your world, putting yourself into it.
You realized software to create
generative music called Gleetchlab,
inside Tech Stuff you put a little gift
called Generator X1 just to let people
know the basis of musical synthesis
and you had the possibility to know
people part of this world we can say
you searched for your world. You met
Pan Sonic because they represent,
first of all for yourself, a reference in
your coordinates to understand
electro music.
Giorgio Sancristoforo: I find them
adequate to my idea of electro music,
because I think electro music should
be genuine, made by those who
create their own instruments,
Merzbow, Max/MSP, Varese that

.

Alessio Galbiati: Stradivari
Giorgio Sancristoforo: It is exactly the
same concept. Inventors are
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dreamt about music that could not be
realized in that époque, but that
would have one day. This type of
artists is definitely the most
fascinating. I absolutely do not put
myself into that category, I’m just
imitating.

.

Img courtesy by Qoob/Tech Stuff
Alessio Galbiati: Isn’t there someone
abroad who thinks about this
patrimony?

Alessio Galbiati: So, what’s Tech Stuff?

Giorgio Sancristoforo: No because,
you know, it’s a national thing; it’s a
State patrimony that the Italian
institutions, the public and the critic
completely ignore. We have a
tremendous difficulty in going back
on a so complex period such as the
experimental music in Italy

Giorgio Sancristoforo: A tribute for
young people to the generation that
made the history of electro music. I
remember that, when I bought “OHM:
The Early Gurus Of Electronic Music” 
or the legendary compilation “An
Anthology of Noise & Electronic
Music”, I said: “Americans are
interested in Edgard Varèse, Iannis
Xenakis, John Cage, Pierre Schaeffer,
Morton Subotnick but there’s no
trace of RAI (and its phonology studio
in Milan, Corso Sempione 27)”. It was
the third laboratory in the entire
world! We have an enormous
patrimony of electronic music that
young generations do not know. We
can’t be quiet, we can’t forget! There
are retired people that come back to
RAI only to digitally store the tapes, to

Alessio Galbiati: Would you like to put
your hands on it?
Giorgio Sancristoforo: No, I couldn’t. If
someone says: “here’s a tape of
Maderna, you can do whatever you
want”, I couldn’t do one thing. I put
my hands on all that material
spreading it to a younger public. My
message has been: “guys there’s not
only Kraftwerk, we had Luigi Nono,
Bruno Maderna, Luciano Berio and
Cathy Berberian that created amazing
electronic music during the 50′s!” And
it wasn’t something different by Pan
Sonic or Oval, Bernard Parmegiani or
John Cage work. John Cage and Henri
Pousseur have been going to RAI
studios to record. It was the most
exceptional European studio for its

save them because no one cares and
this is totally absurd!

instruments (the other two were the
French Groupe de recherches de
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musique concrete and the German
Westdeustcher Rundfunk). I saw all
the three. I actually recorded a hour of
movie, if it was for me, I would have
put it all online you don’t have any
idea of what and how they store
everything.

those used by The Beatles for
Strawberry Fields. And it actually
worked! We have an electro music
history that is unfair not to recognize,
because we’re astonished in front of
German and English, but they were
nobody in the 50′s compared to us!
We had everything: basis, people and
technology.

Alessio Galbiati: In fact there’s people
in white gown in your video

Alessio Galbiati: It seems like you’re
telling the Italian cinema history

Giorgio Sancristoforo: They’re all
dressed in that way, they’ve an
evident deference toward the
instruments they’re surrounded from.
I saw some brand new four tracks
two-inch Studer recorder identical to

Giorgio Sancristoforo: When they
ended shooting Sandkan to buy
Magnum P.I., bye bye Italian cinema!
I’m sorry, I exaggerate but this is a
theme that drives me mad.
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Giorgio Sancristoforo: Probably he
retraced his entire career in an hour
interview, with incredibly complex
and interesting reflections.
Alessio Galbiati: Going back to Tech
Stuff, what has not been involved?
Except from the duration of each
episode, what would you have liked to
do?
.

Giorgio Sancristoforo: You have to
imagine that I faced technical
questions that I found on my path for
the first time, because it was my first
TV program, questions that I haven’t
calculated. For example, I rely on a
little house production.

Img courtesy by Qoob/Tech Stuff
Alessio Galbiati: I think the same as
you, I’d say you broke an open door
could you say something about
Karlheinz Stockhausen interview, one
of the most yummy content of the
entire project.

Alessio Galbiati: The Box Films
Giorgio Sancristoforo: We take care to
call Kraftwerk or Chemical Brothers to
ha v e different point of v iew o f
musicians too. I started from
inventors and I wanted to arrive to
musicians, but I heard Chemical
Brothers do not move if you don’t give
them at least six thousands euro; and
this is an obstacle. What would I have
liked to do? Well, I would have liked to
go to Princeton University , interview
some important name such as John
Chowing or Morton Subotnick. Critics
said I should have interviewed
Autechre if I could, I would have put
everything, an interview to Oval, but I
couldn’t.

Giorgio Sancristoforo: In reality the
interview was commissioned. It was
the only content I couldn’t realize by
myself because I was in the United
States . Obviously it was the first
person I thought when I was told
about special contents for the DVD
Alessio Galbiati: Morever, just in time:
you recorded the interview on August
the 8 th 2007 and the Maestro died on
December the 5 th
Giorgio Sancristoforo: We’ve been
totally disappointed.
Alessio Galbiati: Was it his last
interview?
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Anyway this is something that
somehow converge in my brain,
music, technology and hackers I
mean, I’d like to. Probably something
will come out someday, not too far. I’d
like to keep on writing, this
opportunity to unite the TV media and
the book is marvelous. The
opportunity to write for Isbn is out of
the world, I wouldn’t ever have
thought about it.

.

Img courtesy by Qoob/Tech Stuff

Alessio Galbiati: I thought about
titling this interview: “Tobor
Experiment: Qoob’s favorite son”, but I
changed my opinion while knowing
you, even if I do not have any idea on
how I will call the article now.

Alessio Galbiati: Will Tech Stuff have a
sequel? I read an interview where you
state you created a box.
Giorgio Sancristoforo: I think deepen
electro music should be interesting
for me, but not for the buyer. Anyway
I’d still have lots of things to say, but
I’m a little scared that I’d repeat
something.

Giorgio Sancristoforo: I’d say no as
well, as Qoob users will kill me They
made a parody out of me! At the
beginning, they hated me
Alessio Galbiati: This is another
debate to have As you get off the
group, they kill you, but that’s ok.
Retracing your history with Qoob, you
uploaded two videos: a Star Wars
parody (Episode 3.991) and the other
one is a video on experimental music
(biological Behavior).

Alessio Galbiati: Most of all when the
first one has been so beautiful
Giorgio Sancristoforo: Yes, you’re a
little scared of not being so good.
Most of all for Isbn I wouldn’t propose
a volume two. I’d like to write an
hacker Tech Stuff, from 50′s up to
know. But that would be an expensive
project, because

Giorgio Sancristoforo: Yes, the second
one is all mine, it is related to that
kind of production I was talking
before, while the Star Wars one was a
short movie I did with some friends of
mine for a series of absurd

Alessio Galbiati: because you should
go to US
Giorgio

Sancristoforo:

Exactly.
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coincidences in 2005 during a “Notte
Bianca” at Triennial Palace I uploaded
the files without even know what
Qoob exactly was and they were so
enthusiastic that they decided to put
the short movie on air.

with Matteo Bonifazio, a director who
works for MTV.
Alessio Galbiati: And suddenly you
sent them the project
Giorgio Sancristoforo: No. The thing is
at that time I had enough of editing
spots and in May-June 2007 I talked
with Bonifazio about my idea, that
was nothing but bringing on video my
teacher activity. They enjoyed the
project and realized a pilot. But the
pilot wasn’t good enough  as usual,
even if the speaker was Claudio
Capone (one of the most famous
Italian DOUBLER ). Anyway after a
couple of adjustment the project
came to life.

.

Img courtesy by Qoob/Tech Stuff

Alessio Galbiati: Who was the speaker
in the series?

Alessio Galbiati: Let’s say you did it
with cognition

Giorgio Sancristoforo: Lesh of the
comic duo “Miki&Lesh”, part of the
“Cavalli Marci”, his real name is
Alessandro Bianchi. We called Daniel
Richards for the English edition, a
good speaker that works in the
publicity world. We tried to imitate
the BBC style, re-writing the texts
together, to approach the model as
much as we could. I think we did a
good job.

Giorgio Sancristoforo: No, seriously, I
did it on my own. In 2005 I didn’t
know Qoob and I didn’t think about
working on a TV at all. It was
something definitely well done and in
that exact period Qoob arrived and I
said: “I upload it and then we see”. It
seemed a good opportunity to me
and it would have been stupid not to
try.
Alessio Galbiati: Then Qoob contacted
you

Alessio Galbiati: How do you judge
Qoob, most of all in potential terms?
Don’t you think its location on the
terrestrial digital  and on the Net 
limits its potentials?

Giorgio Sancristoforo: And they said I
should have proposed an idea. I talked
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Giorgio Sancristoforo: I think that this
new technology incorporated in every
LCD screen will give Qoob a great
opportunity, because up to now its
limit was the fact that no one had the
DDT while it was born. This new
televisions will give it the possibility to
exploit its strongest characteristic,
that is not the Net, but the enormous
public the TV has to offer. Well, the
Internet arrives on TV.

make television.
Alessio Galbiati: Ok, maybe here our
ideas are different. Let’s try to end this
long conversation resuming the
principal characteristics of Tech Stuff
on your own. As in a sort of process,
before the court  of readers 
deliberates, have you got something
to state?
Giorgio Sancristoforo: Well, Tech Stuff
is, in its video part, a glance on
electronic music saw by inventors
point of view, that I consider between
the most important, as Stockhausen
said, incredible thing because at the
time I thought about something that I
heard him say
Alessio Galbiati: that he’s dead
Giorgio Sancristoforo: (he laughs)
Stockhausen said the nowadays music
is related with technology that
produced it, so I wanted to give a
tribute to those about to creat
technology. A technology that turns
into instrument, which is something
more than a writer pen

.

Img courtesy by Qoob/Tech Stuff
Alessio Galbiati: I think that this is a
big lie. Only some products can
achieve TV, the technical quality must
be high, and a high technical quality
presumes a discreet production
investment. A good computer costs,
as well as software and cameras and
so on

Alessio Galbiati: It is the arm using the
pen.
Giorgio Sancristoforo: And the arm is
turning into the brain, I mean, a
second brain. It’s the most interesting
thing, because technology will give us

Giorgio Sancristoforo: I think it’s ok,
because it’s ok to reward talents. Not
only “glory” of being on TV, but real
money. I’ve been the first on the list
and I think this is a genial method to

incredible computers. At Ircam of
Paris I was told they have computers,
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when musicians start to play, who
learn the music and make the
counterpoint, and I was shocked.
Computers will be part of the
composition, not only as reproduction
machines.

esotericism
of
Stockhausen
discourses. In my opinion, the good
thing about Tech Stuff is that it’s a
little thing that contains tons of
materials of high level, gave by
Maestro Stockhausen.
Alessio Galbiati: As in the video
appear the word “sussidiario” that
means, in Italian, “school book used
by last three years of primary school,
with the basic notion of all the
subjects”, why not use it as school
volume for the first years in a music
school? As a point to start deepen the
theme.
Giorgio Sancristoforo: As I said before,
everything was born by my own
personal teacher experience, an
attempt to give a pleasurable form to
technical questions. I don’t think
machines are cold; machines are the
product of the men work and you see
coldness only because you do not
understand what’s in front of you.

.

Img courtesy by Qoob/Tech Stuff
Alessio Galbiati: What about the
book?
Giorgio Sancristoforo: The book is an
in-depth; it’s everything I couldn’t say.
How the Theremin works or the best
tracks that contain the Moog
Alessio Galbiati: The book is
progressive to complexity; it uses the
didactic and funny part of videos to
get to
Giorgio

Sancristoforo:

To

www.gleetchplug.com
http://www.qoob.tv/
http://www.isbnedizioni.it/

the
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Link index
Tonewheels: Sound Optical Synthesis
http://www.umatic.nl/tonewheels.html
Sonic Acts XII:the Cinematic Experience
http://www.digicult.it/2007/SonicActs.asp
http://www.sonicacts.com/SA_XII_Programme.pdf
Konic Theatre, Terra Y Vida
http://koniclab.info/
Dna: Dust Eye / Dust Architecture
http://www.doublenegatives.jp/
http://www.g--r.com/
http://corpora.ycam.jp/
Scanner: Intellectual Electronica
http://www.scannerdot.com
http://www.robinrimbaud.co.uk/
Annalist: Controllo, Terrore E Sorveglianza
http://annalist.noblogs.org
http://einstellung.so36.net/it%20
http://xname.noblogs.org/post/2008/01/15/conversation-with-annalist
Man As Pity Machine
The Observatory: The Observed Science
http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/
Giuseppe La Spada: The Aesthetics Of A Digital World
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http://www.glsdesign.it/
http://www.mono-no-aware.org
Sign 69.com: Philip Wood’s Microprogramming
http://www.sign69.com/
The Landscapes Of Technoethic Art
www.m-node.com/%20
http://summit.planetary-collegium.net/abstracts.html
http://www.natasha.cc/
http://www.saunalahti.fi/%7Eoff/off/
http://www.hackerart.org/
http://www.verdegiac.org/
Cccs:cross-sectional View Of Contemporaneity
http://www.strozzina.org
The Catalan Technological Scene
http://www.lanticteatre.com
http://www.nauivanow.com
http://www.cincomonos.org
http://www.almazen.net
http://conservas.tk
http://www.hangar.org
http://www.laescocesa.org
http://www.naucoclea.com
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http://www.tnc.es
http://www.teatrelliure.com
http://www.mercatflors.org
http://www.teatreromea.com
http://www.barcelonafestival.com
http://www.temporada-alta.net
http://www.lanimal.org/
http://www.rocamorateatre.com
http://www.marceliantunez.com
http://www.zexe.net/
http://koniclab.info/
http://www.iua.upf.es/%7Esergi/
http://www.experimentaclub.com/data/alain_wergifosse/
http://straddle3.net/
http://www.telenoika.net/
http://riereta.net/tiki2007/tiki-index.php
Francesco Arena, Anatomy Of The Pure Image
http://www.francescoarena.it/
Test_lab, Live_coding
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G8qDTYuhOM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uve4qStSJq4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_Ta6TIJTQQ
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http://www.v2.nl
http://live.v2.nl/livecoding.ram
http://www.toplap.org/index.php/Main_Page
Cccb’s Eccentric Cinema
http://www.cccb.org/xcentric/
http://www.valdelomar.com/
http://www.mirandapennell.com/%20
http://www.sensesofcinema.com/contents/03/29/john_smith.html
http://www.picpal.com/mekas.html
Virgilio Villoresi: The Mise-en-scene Of Dreams
http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=
64190780
Tech Stuff, Electronic Music Handbook
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=973
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=304
http://www.gleetchplug.com/
http://www.qoob.tv/
http://www.isbnedizioni.it/
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